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Speaker exposes Hollywood's stereotypes
Jack Shaheen
discusses how movies
and television portray
Arabs and Muslims

Downtown
Cup of Justice held a
conference Monday to
discuss free trade and
coffee farming.
A3

By Angela Harris
GVL Laker Life Editor
Jack Shaheen exposed
stereotypes of Arabs and
Muslims in the media to
students and faculty at Grand
Valley State University on
TUesday.
Showing video clips of
popular movies ranging
from the 1890s to present
day, Shaheen showed how
Hollywood portrays Arabs
as villains, terrorists or belly
dancers.
The clips included the

Disney classic “Aladdin,"
"Indiana Jones,” cartoons
such as Porky Pig and
“Casablanca.” which all
gave a distorted view of the
Muslim religion and Arab
lifestyle.
"One in four people
think that Islam is a religion
of violence,” said Shaheen,
author of “Reel Bad Arabs:
How Hollywood Vilifies a
People."
Because
of
media
coverage, today’s population
knows nothing different, he
said.
Shaheen said many times
the Arab reference or scene in
the movie is simply thrown
into the movie, has nothing to
do with it and is an inaccurate
portrayal of Arab-Americans.

Referencing an instance
in “Father of the Bride: Part
2” when the Arab father turns
to his wife and yells at her
in Arabic, Shaheen said, “If
I ever talked to my wife like
that, she’d deck me."
He also showed how the
media unpacts society and its
actions.
Using the movie “Birth
of a Nation” as an example,
Shaheen showed how the
movie, in which the Ku Klux
Klan saved the nation from
African-Americans, caused
the KKK to re-emerge in
power for a least another 10
years.
He added the media
has improved in showing
SEE SCREEN, A2
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Breaking stereotypes: jeff Shaheen draws GVSU students into his lecture on stereotypes and screen
images of Arabs and Muslims on Tuesday.

Laker
Life
Speaker John Corvino
discussed four
arguments against gay
rights T\iesday night.
A6

Passing
the bus

G&L opens its doors

proves a
campus
hazard
By Alan Ingram
GVL Managing Editor

Sports
Women’s volleyball
started out the week of
rivalries with a victory
over Ferris.
B1

A&E
The GVSU Fall Arts
Celebration 2005
concert entertained a
large crowd Monday.
B3

Nation/
World
U.S. and Japan have
promised aid and
support to victims of
Asian earthquake.
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As classes let out
each day, people flock to
their cars and try to get
off campus as quickly as
possible. They pour onto
Campus Drive, searching
for the nearest exit or
shortest route out of the
university.
The
thousands
of
people walking around
campus provide nothing
but obstacles for the
anxious person looking to
go home. Crossing guards
stop traffic as people head
to their dorms or vehicles.
The Rapid buses also stop
in front of Mackinac Hall.
Some drivers wait
behind patiently, while
others cross the double
yellow line dividing the
two directions of traffic to
pass the bus — a problem
that has occurred more this
year, said Capt. Brandon
DeHaan. assistant director
of the Grand Valley State
University Department of
Public Safety.
“This
is
a
very
dangerous
situation,”
DeHaan said, explaining
that students often cross
in front of the buses. If a
vehicle decides to pass the
bus. they may not see the
pedestrians, causing an
hazard, DeHaan said.
He
attributes
the
increased number of people
passing the buses to the
additional buses running
on the GVSU campus,
he said. Since buses have
been added this year to
deal with larger ridership
numbers, the buses are
loading and unloading at
the stops more frequently,
DeHaan said.
Currently, The Rapid
provides 15 buses for
GVSU
during
peak
hours including six on
the Campus Connector
SEE BUS, A2
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Serving it up: Server Christine Wilson passes out chili dogs and fries to the Gemmen family at the new G&L Restaurant in Allendale

New restaurant on
Lake Michigan Drive
offers a sit-down
meal fast

By Jenna Carlesso
GVL News Editor
In 1926, two Greek
immigrants named George
and Louie opened a chili
dog restaurant in Muskegon.
ML Nearly 80 years later, a
brand new restaurant, named
G & L for short, opened its
doors in Allendale to what
owner Mike Kelner called
an “unexpected” number of
customers.
“We’re very excited

about
being
in
the
community,” Kelner said.
“I believe we’ll be able to
work well, especially for
college students."
The restaurant, known
mostly for its Greek-style
chili dogs, was seen as a
surprise to some guests.
"It is definitely a new
concept to Allendale,” said
Amy Postma, Allendale
resident, “But a very
welcome addition.”
G&L workers welcomed
their first guests at 11 a m.
on Monday, leading to an
increasingly busy turnout,
Kelner said.
In December 2004, a
franchise agreement was

signed to turn a vacant lot Kelner said.
on Lake Michigan Drive
Freshman Katie Pickell,
near Grand Valley State a waitress at G & L, said it
University's
Allendale is like a fast food restaurant
Campus into
___________ , in
that
customers
a
sit-down
get
served
restaurant.
“We’re very excited
quickly even
Construction
for this hot
if they are
about being in the
dog
haven
sitting down.
community.”
was underway
“Many
people don’t
on Aug. 1.
know that we
2005.
MIKE KELNER
Although
provide table
G&L OWNER
G&L was
service,”
Kelner said.
originally
scheduled to
“For workers
open at the start of the fall on their lunch break or
semester, it was pushed students who come in
back due to pending between classes, they can
approvals for the project. sit down to eat their food

and still get back to work
on time.”
While there are four G &
L restaurants in Muskegon
today.
the
Allendale
location is the first to be
part of a franchise. All other
locations
are
currently
owned corporately.
Plans are underway for
two more G&L restaurants
to be built in Coopersville
and Holland.
Kelner said guests can
enjoy a significant amount
of food for a small expense.
Menu items include chili
dog combo specials, a
variety of salads, deli
sandwiches and chicken.
SEE G&L, A2

Allendale officials decide not to fund bus
Bus has been more of
a service for students
than a benefit to area
businesses

By Alan Ingram
GVL Managing Editor
After a six-week trial
period boasted ridership
numbers
averaging
248 people per day. the
Allendale Express became a
convenience and a necessity
for some Grand Valley State
University students.
However,
following
Monday night’s Allendale
Township Board meeting,
the future of the service
may be in jeopardy.
GVSU had agreed to

fund half of the $90,000
necessary to run the bus for
the entire school year —
like it did for the six-week,
$17,000 trial period. The
Allendale Area Chamber of
Commerce had funded the
other half of the trial period
with the hope of increasing
sales at area businesses.
However, the Allendale
Express became more of
a service for the students
than for the businesses, said
Julie Van Dyke, executive
director of the chamber of
commerce.
“TheAllendaleTownship
and the Allendale Area
Chamber of Commerce
have decided that it is not in
our interests to fund half of
the Allendale Express," she

said.
The
chamber
of
commerce will pay for the
extra week of trial service.
Van Dyke said. It will also
continue to fund the route
on a week-by-week basis
until it thinks people know
the service will be gone,
she said, since the chamber
of commerce does not want
the service to disappear
without notice.
“At this time, it has
not helped in generating
more revenue for our
area businesses, and so
therefore, they're not able
to contribute toward the
cause.” Van Dyke said of a
permanent contribution by
the businesses.
Just
because
the
J

chamber of commerce will
not currently contribute
any further funds toward
the Allendale
Express,
Van Dyke said it will not
rule out future funding if
the service continues and
ridership increases.
“It ended up being a little
different than we expected,
but with time that could
always change," Van Dyke
said. It would take a “huge
increase" in the number of
riders for businesses to see
a difference in their sales,
she said.
“This is now thought
of as a project for GVSU
students," Van Dyke said in a
Wednesday morning e-mail
to chamber of commerce
members. “Maybe if the
t

route continues, over time
our businesses will be
impacted, but this will take
time to see results.”
While the bus service did
not achieve its preliminary
goal of helping the Allendale
businesses, Jeff Green, vice
president of the GVSU
Student Senate Political
Actions Committee, said
it did show the university
that the Allendale Express
serves the students.
“The six-week trial has
proven results," Green said
of the average number of
riders. “I think that warrants
the university to keep this
going.”
As
of
Wednesday
morning, GVSU officials
have not made a decision to

either continue or end the
service, said Erin Babson,
operations manager for
Pew Campus and Regional
Centers.
Lisa
Haynes,
director of operations for
Pew Campus and Regional
Centers will work with
officials from The Rapid
to discuss the university’s
options. Babson said.
In an attempt to show the
senate’s continued support
of the Allendale Express and
its desire to have the service
continue, an emergency
resolution will head to the
senate’s General Assembly
this Thursday.
Transportation should be
of “utmost importance” to
university officials. Green
SEE FUNDING, A2
i
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Immigrant riqhts speakers to visit Grand Valley
I
By Alex Upton
GVL Staff Writer
AbigaxJ 'Hiomton and Miguel
Rios Guzman will visit Grand
Valley State University today to
speak to students and faculty about
immigrant nghts and historical
lessons in inunigration policy.
The event will take place in
the Cook-DeWitt Center at 7 pm.
It is free and open to the public,
ami is sponsored in part by the
GVSU chapter of Students Against
Sweatshops.
“The speakers will discuss
the importance of respecting
and expanding the rights of

SCREEN
continued from page A1
balanced images of Arabs
following Sept. 11, citing movies
like “Flight Plan," “Kingdom of
Heaven” and “Syriana”.
TV is more effective in
perpetrating the stereotypes than a
documentary because the viewer
does not think they are being
educated, but rather entertained,
Shaheen said.
He
also
compared
the
stereotyping on Arabs and
Muslims to the stereotyping of
Jews, saying both groups are
perceived in the same way. such
as lusting after blondes, false
religions and their control over
money.
“Yesterday’s Jew is today’s
Arab,” Shaheen said.
To combat the rising issue of
Arab stereotypes in the media,
Shaheen told the audience to take
a stand and speak out when seeing
an injustice on campus, with

umnigrants,’’ said SAS member
Tom McCormack.
Thornton works as a grassroots
organizer for the Mexico Solidarity
Network. She teaches an English
as a Second Language program
and organizes delegations in
Mexico. She also works directly
with imnugrant workers who are
lookuig for jobs.
Five years ago, Guzman was
one such case. He came to the
United States ui 2000 and got a
job washing dishes at a fast food
restaurant in Chicago. He was laid
off three years later and looked for
w ork in an area of Chicago known
for day laborers.

Last December, a workers’
center was founded in that area,
of which Guzman is now the
treasurer.
The Mexico Solidarity Network
was founded in 1999 and boasts a
number of accomplishments.
According to its Web site, the
Mexico Solidarity Network has
organized 30delegations to Mexico,
including students, teachers, labor
organizers, activists, religious
leaders, members of Congress and
congressional aides.
The Mexico Solidarity Network
plays a central role in the National
Coalition for Amnesty and Dignity
for Undocumented Workers, which

family or with friends.
“Silence has the most force of
anything,” Shaheen said. “One
person makes the difference. ...
Don’t remain silent. That is the
most practical advice I can give
you.”
Shaheen began researching
stereotypes of Arabs and Muslims
in the media during the 1970s
after he noticed nothing had been
written on it.
He also saw stereotypes and
segregation of different groups
while he lived and worked at a
university in Kentucky.
“I felt like a Black man
attending a KKK meeting,”
Shaheen said. “At the university,
I became the Arab teacher.”
The Arab Culture Club brought
Shaheen to GVSU to promote
awareness and tolerance of the
Arab culture, said Joseph Graves,
club treasurer.
The group wanted to bring
his insights to campus and help it
relate to Muslims and Arabs, said

Majd Al-Mallah, adviser of the
club.
Graves added that there has not
been problems in terms of racist
interaction on campus, rather
in mindset of students, because
many of the students buy into the
stereotypes fed to them by the
media.
“I think it is an issue we are
dealing with nationally,” AlMallah said. “1 have noticed
that the students here are openminded, but a lot of the time, are
misinformed."
Shaheen said he agrees with
the idea that young adults and
children today are more sensitive.
They are also open to different
cultures, and exposure is one way
to ease the stereotypes and change
them.
“Any time you try to affect
change, you will get a few
bruises,” he said. “But bruises
heal. The next morning you will
get up and feel good.”
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and better working conditions.
"The issue of immigration
affects students because they
probably know immigrants or the
children of immigrants, and they
encounter immigrants every day,
McCormack said. "Obviously,
since immigrants compose a
significant percentage of our
population and workforce, it is
crucial that we understand what
they go thrcnigh on a daily basis.
Once we understand the struggles
of immigrants, we will be able
to empathize with them and they
will cease to seem so foreign to us
and become recognized simply as
other people trying to get by. The

__
best thing nvcii
GVSU students
to help immigrants is be edu^
on the issues that affect them and
w ithhold judgment.”
Recent
proposals
for
immigration reform fail to address
the root causes of immigration, such
as inequitable trade agreements
Some measures currently propo^
closely resemble those of poy.
World War II, under which workers’
contracts were attached to particular
employers, making them little more
than indentured servants,
“Anyone who sees injustice
or oppression in the world should
make an attempt to eradicate it”
McCormack said.

BUS
continued from page A1
Route, three on the Off-C ainpus
Shuttle and one for the Allendale
Express, said Jennifer Kalczuk,
spokesperson for The Rapid.
The Rapid does not have this
problem on the rest of its routes.
Kalczuk said. However, she added
that most of the other routes run on
multiple lane roads where people
still have another lane to legally
pass the bus.
DPS is also encountering people
not crossing the roadways in the
crosswalks, but instead crossing
behind the buses, DeHaan said.
"If a vehicle passes the bus and
a pedestrian walks out from behind
the bus, it is entirely possible that
pedestrian could be struck by that
car passing," DeHaan said. Both
passing the bus and the pedestrian
violation of not walking in a
crosswalk are civil infractions that
can cost $90 and $70. respectively.
If an accident occurred between
both a vehicle and a pedestrian,
both individuals could be at fault.
DeHaan said.
With the hope of stopping
the problem before it gets worse,
DPS is stationing an officer near
Mackinac Hall to look for people
passing the buses. DeHaan said.
They will continue to monitor on
and off for the next few weeks, he

G&L
continued from page AI
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is the only national immigrant nghts
coalition in the United States led
predominantly by undocumented
workers.
“Hopefully,
bringing
the
speakers to GVSU will raise
awareness about the issue ol the
inunigrant experience in the U.S.,
McCormack said.
Today, there are more than 12
million undocumented workers
in the United States, constituting
almost 10 percent of the entire
workforce, more than halt of which
come from Mexico. Immigrant
workers hope for students and
community members to work with
them in their struggles for fair wages

For classic fast food lovers,
they also serve burgers, fries
and milkshakes.
Although G & L is a sitdown
restaurant,
Kelner
said customers get
their
food quicker there than at
traditional fast food places

GVL / Misty Minm

Waiting patiently: A car stops while students board the bus outside
Mackinac Hall. Some cars have begun passing the bus, creating a safety
hazard, DPS officials say.

added.
Officer
Deyshia
Steketee
monitored the problem on Tuesday
and said she witnessed two
individuals passing the bus near
Mackinac Hall. Since she was
near the north end of the building,
she was unable to pull over an
individual traveling southbound on
Campus Drive. She did, however,
stop the other person.
Rather than citing the person.
Steketee said she issued a warning
after explaining the law' and the
reason she was stopped. She added
that she thinks DPS’s presence
and the educational approach will
help keep the issue from becoming
larger.
‘1'What our goal here is to educate
drivers and pedestrians with the
hazards that are associated here."
like McDonald’s.
He added that they have
been working with GVSU’s
promotions staff to give out Tshirts and coupons at upcoming
football games.
Guests who eat at G & L can
order their food through table
service, at a to-go counter or
stay in their car and order at a
drive-through window.
Kelner said in the coming
year he hopes to build service
and gain recognition in the
community.
G & L is open Monday
- Thurs. 11 a.m. to 9 p.m., Fri.
- Sat. 11 a.m. to midnight and
Sun. 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.

DeHaan said. “However, since this
is a violation of state law, we also
have the option of issuing citations
for these offenses.”
DPS personnel will also interact
with pedestrians who do not ase
the crosswalks, DeHaan said,
explaining that they encourage
students to use them. He added that
university officials plan to meet in
the near future to address some of
these issues.
Rather than driving down
Campus Drive and getting stopped
by the buses. DeHaan suggested
students drive down Laker Village
Drive as a way to get through
campus since there are fewer
pedestrians and few crosswalks,
except by Laker Village itself.
“We don’t want people to get
hurt." DeHaan said.

FUNDING
continued from page A1
said, estimating about half
of the riders use the bus out
of necessity and half out of
convenience.
Since it has run for nearly
seven weeks, people have fallen
into a pattern to use it, he said,
and it has received a "great
response.”
Students should look at the
kiosks at the bus stops to find out
the most up-to-date news about
the Allendale Express, Babson
said.
“As soon as a decision is made,
we’ll post it up there,” she said.
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Students make connections in business communication
By Audra VVaitu) and
Shawn Zalewski
GVL Staff

Members of one student
organization have taken their
education within the classroom
and transmitted it into real-world
communication programs.
The Collegiate Entrepreneurs
Organization
is
making
connections in the business world
by creating technological services
and other networking media.
“CEO is a program that fosters
anyone with the entrepreneurial

mindset, even if they aren’t a
business major,” said Brandon
Reame, marketing director of
CEO.
Reame said the organization
brings in many speakers who talk
about their business experiences.
Through
these . conferences
students are able to gain necessary
information on the entrepreneurial
life and meet many people in the
community.
The members of CEO meet
four times a month at either the
Pew or Allendale campus. In the
meetings, they discuss new ideas
and projects to engage in their

community.
Among these ideas is
a new Web site called the
“Observative.” It is an social
networking community full of
features including picture ratings,
personal blogs, meeting people
and more.
“On this Web site you can
create a profile, network yourself
and interact with people around
the world, free of charge,” said
Andy Bruischat, president of
CEO.
Through CEO, Bruischat said
he came in contact with Josh
Odmark, who helped program the

Web site and keep it updated. He
is now part owner of the company
and currently getting ready to
launch the site.
“1 started the Web site with
a friend out of Boston about
three and a half years ago. We
weren’t exactly sure how to start
the program because we were
unfamiliar with the information
technology part of the project,”
Bruischat said.
Since CEO is open to
all students at GVSU, the
organization offers a diverse
group of individuals who put their
specialized fields to use.

"Grand Valley has done a great
job at getting us a broad aspect
of students here in the West
Michigan area.” Bruischat said.
In addition to the Web site,
the organization has several other
projects currently underway.
"We started a guidebook that
focuses on the features of West
Michigan.” Reame said. "It
mainly highlights the entertaining
restaurants, parks and clubs
around the area that only local
citizens would know about.”
Primarily.
students
from
the departments of writing,
journalism and photography will

work on this development.
"We are also working on
a project called ‘The Speaker
Box,' which will inform all
other organizations and students
of highly acclaimed speakers
coming to campus," Bruischat.
CEO has encountered a few
struggles as well. Bruischat
said despite large numbers of
members in the organization,
members often disagree on what
will constitute a good idea as
opposed to a bad one.
For more information on CEO
send an e-mail to ceo@student.
gvsu.edu.

Coffee conference opens eyes
Conference focusses
on the fair trade of
coffee farming and
consumption in the
world
By Shawn Zalewski
GVL Downtown Editor
When ordering a cup of coffee,
there are a number of choices a
person can make. Cream or sugar,
regular or decaf and cappuccino
or espresso are just a few of the
common options. However, one
group recommends choosing
another option — fair trade.
Cup of Justice, a committee of
the West Michigan Environmental
Action Council, held a conference
Monday evening to discuss the
issue of fair trade as it pertains to
coffee farming and consumption in
the United States and the world.
The 4th Annual Cup of
Justice Conference took place in
the Loosemore Auditorium on
Grand Valley State University’s
Pew Campus. The WMEAC
coordinated the event, and brought
in three Nicaraguan citizens to
share their work experiences in the
coffee industry.
Before the presentation, about
150 conference guests learned
about coffee and fair trade through

vendor tables located outside the is someone who tastes coffee
auditorium in the Hagers/Lubbers to ensure it is made of quality
Exhibition Hall.
ingredients. Awards are offered to
For
a
small
donation, farmers and producers of coffee
participants could taste certified based on taste, which is an added
fair trade coff ee provided by Ferris incentive for hard work, Lopez
Coffee, as well as other baked said.
goods and desserts.
Yard Talavera spoke about a
The guest speakers, with the major coffee cooperative located
assistance of a Spanish translator, north of Managua. Nicaragua. The
provided a glimpse into the life of nature reserve, called "Miraflor
a Nicaragaun coffee farmer.
Potente,” is a farming and pastoral
The
first
region that is
speaker, Rolando
home to 5,500
Talvera Flores,
people. Although
"People
should
take
a
stand
spoke on the
citizens of the
and promote businesses
process
of
reserve live in
cultivating
poverty,
there
that offer fair trade.”
coffee.
Field
is a sense of
workers harvest
community
the plant, remove
through
ELLEN SHUPE
the outer pulp, let
opportunities
the beans dry. and PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY, offered by fair
then ship them ADVISER OF LA PULPERIA N1CA trade, Talavera
to warehouses.
said.
From there, the
Talavera
is
coffee product is tested for quality the coordinator of an Eco-Tourism
and eventually shipped around die program on the reserve, in which
world.
visitors can travel to the reserve.
He said small-scale farmers For a fee, visitors can stay in the
grow the coffee in the shade beneath same lodging and eat the same ftxxl
tropical rainforest canopies. The as inhabitants of the cooperative.
coffee is also organic, free of She said students and volunteers
pesticides.
can interact with farmers, perform
Marbely Garcia Lopez, an hands-on labor, educate citizens in
expert "coffee cupper.” discussed the English language, or observe
the high standards that go into the the diverse plant and animal species
fair-trade process. A coffee cupper in the tropical rainforest.

La Pulperia Nica, a GVSU
student organization, set up an
informational table at the event.
The mission of the organization
is to support fair trade, which in
turn helps families and workers
in countries that cultivate coffee.
Members of the group sell fair
trade certified coffee grounds on
the Allendale Campus.
Ellen Shupe, professor of
psychology
and
adviser of
the organization, said many
independent coffee shops and
larger corporations offer fair trade
products, but there is room for
improvement.
“People should take a stand and
promote businesses that offer fair
trade,” Shupe said. “If you go into
a shop, ask for the best fair trade
coffee they offer. If they don’t
operate with fair trade, ask the
owner why.”
Lindsey Olson, president of
La Pulperia Nica said. “Fair trade
gives more money directly to the
field workers who need it ... With
more income, these farmers have
a better quality of life, as their
children can get an education.”
GVSU departments of Latin
American studies, women and
gender studies, interdisciplinary
studies, hospitality and tourism
management and the Padnos
International Center helped to
sponsor and coordinate the event.

Panel of experts connects
idea of empire to U.S. history
By Shawn Zalewski
GVL Downtoum Editor
A panel of experts conducted
a meeting of minds to decide
whether the United States’ military
campaign is motivated by mercy or
might.
A collection of 17 historians,
scholars and political advisers
gathered recently at Grand Valley
State University to discuss the
legitimacy of the Iraq War under
the Bush administration. The
discussion drew parallels between
past international military action of
our country and present aggression
in the wake of the Sept. 11, 2001
attacks.
This collaborative study was
the second event in the “War
and Empire" series hosted by the
Hauenstein Center for Presidential
Studies at GVSU. The two-day
conference was divided into five
academic panels and four keynote
addresses, which took place
Thursday and Friday on both the
Pew and Allendale campuses.
“Grand Valley should feel
proud to have brought in scholars
from diverse institutions," said
Gleaves Whitney, director of the
Hauenstein Center. “Each explored
American imperialism from their
respective academic and research
perceptions."
The imperial intentions of the
United States were examined
chronologically across history,
ranging from the republic of the
founding fathers to tum-of-thecentury progressives. The 20th
century topics included World Wars
I and H. as well as the Cold War and
Vietnam.
Peter Onuf, professor of history
at the University of Virginia,
preceded the panels with his
keynote address on Thursday. In
his speech, he spoke about Thomas
Jefferson and other founding
fathers Jefferson. Onuf said, led
America from a series of colonies
to a republic, by drafting the
Declaration of Independence and
expanding the borders by agreeing
to the Louisiana purchase.
Josiali Bunting presented the
role that imperialism played in
Westward Expansion in the 19th
Century. He stated that t)ie removal
of Native American tribes and

the resulting culture change is an
internal form of nation-building by
force.
Bunting, a historian and former
superintendent of the Virginia
Military Institute, also spoke about
the Cold War. stating it was a
rivalry of empires between the U.S.
and the U.S.S.R.
Whitney introduced the final
panel as the “capstone event" of the
conference. The previous historical
contexts led up to modern-day
America in a post 9/11 world.
“Invading Iraq would be like
declaring war on Romania in World
War II. when Germany and Japan
were responsible," said Ivan Eland,
director of peace and liberty at the
Independent Institute.
Eland evoked the comedy film
“Animal House” in opening his
speech. He compared the Bush
administration’s invasion of Iraq to
John “Bluto" Blutarsky’s claim that
the Germans bombed Pearl Harbor.
Eland said the administration, like
Bluto’s fraternity brothers, knew the
facts and motives were wrong, but
they forgot it and let the campaign
roll.
Thomas Donnelly, resident
fellow of security and defense
policy studies at the American
Enterprise Institute, defended the
Bush doctrine's legitimacy in the
War on Iraq.

"The policy of the Bush
administration is of a containing
government,” Donnelly said. “In
a historical context, the loss of old
allies has led to the gaining of new
ones.”
David Hendrickson, a political
science professor at Colorado
College, used the metaphor of
the human body to describe the
Bush
administration.
Various
components, such as arms, legs,
heart, mind and breath represent
political speech, the military,
stability and ambition. He said if
one body part fails, all of the others
are weakened. For example, he said
if the legs of America — national
stability — fall out from under us.
then our heart and mind — good
intentions and democracy — are
useless.
Michael Scheuer. formerdirector
of the Osama bin Laden unit with
the CIA and a terrorism expert,
delivered the final presentation of
the conference on Friday.
“We are fighting a losing battle
in Iraq that is weakening our
national defense,” Scheuer said.
“In a six month span, we tried to
establish democracy in a country
under Islamic rule for 8(X) years.”
The “War and Empire" series
will conclude on Nov. 17 with “The
Lessons," featuring Pulitzer Prizew innmg author, Robert Caro.
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Getting cultured
The past week's events at Grand Valley
State University show a willingness by
studentsy faculty and staff to learn about
each other

GVL STUDENT OPINION_____________________________________
This week the Grand Valley Lanthorn asked four community members:

When GVSU bonds together for a common goal,
something special always happens. Special events and
accomplishments can ignite a Ospark when a large group
at GVSU passionately works toward a common goal. This
feeling was experienced at last year's Relay For Life and
Rock Against Rape.
Already this year, that energy radiates from the GVSU
community. It started Oct. 4 with Jamie Escalante, a speaker
brought in by Latino Student Union for Hispanic Heritage
Month. Escalante’s speech drew a standing-room-only crowd.
This enthusiasm on the part of students, faculty and staff
continued Tuesday night at National Coming Out Day’s
speaker, John Corvino. Again, a crowd of hundreds packed
into Cook-DeWitt to hear about morality and homosexuality.
Whether these attendees were gay rights advocates or not,
whether they knew anything about Latino people or not, they
showed up to learn more.
The eagerness of the GVSU community to grow culturally
is encouraging and something of which to be proud.
Diversity is a word used often on this campus, but this past
week it was put into practice, showing the GVSU community
can both talk the talk and walk the walk. GVSU displayed a
willingness to embrace diversity.
After last year’s infamous affirmative action bake sale, the
school year ended on a bleak note for diversity at GVSU, as
minority groups were offended and diversity at GVSU was
threatened.
Now, mid-way through the first semester, the community
is already showing an increased curiosity to learn about each
other. Even as midterms threaten to trap students indoors,
students took time to show up in large numbers.
And they should have.
Diversity is important — and not just relating to ethnicity
or sexual orientation. All diversity is important. People from
West Michigan have different perspectives than students
from Chicago or Detroit. Students from farm towns have
different perspectives than students from suburbia. None
of these perspectives can singularly make a person worldly
or understanding of others. Only by talking to and learning
about others can people broaden their horizons.
The ‘college experience’ is all about new experiences.
Whether participating in Hispanic Heritage Month or
National Coming Out Day were new experiences for people
or not, it was refreshing to see life in the student body at a
time when campus can sometimes begin to lull into winter.
Students could so easily retreat to the comfort of their rooms,
but this October many decided learning about their fellow
students was more important. Hats off to them.

“If I talked to my wife like that,
she'd deck me”

“I
like
the
leaves
changing and getting
ready for the winter. I like
Thanksgiving — that’s
cool too. ”

‘‘The
ghosts
goblins. ”

Christian Goedel
Sophomore
International Relations

Conni Huether
Junior
Photography

and

“Love — it shows
maturity. Like the season
matures, so does a
relationship. ”

“Football season, the
leaves changing ... It’s
cold but not too cold.
It’s just a good season."

Simone B. Chung
Professor
Political Science

Brendan Langan
Freshman
Undecided
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Spice up the weekends
By Brian Perry
GVL Columnist
It almost never happens.
I hate to do it. But this
time, just once, I feel the
need to give advice. I am
in no way a professional
college student and I have
very little knowledge on the
subject of having a good
time (I’m sure everyone
now realizes how crappy
my parties are). But I have
nothing else to write about
this week, so I’d like to take
a moment to reflect on one
of the major issues being
discussed this semester:
How to resuscitate
Allendale on weekends.
Some students go home
on weekends. They’re
just not ready to be young
adults. Something about
mom’s ability to fold
laundry and partying with
16-year-olds makes home
irresistible. I know the
feeling.
But I’m 460 miles from
home, so when I was a

freshman,
I said
goodbye to
my friends
from
Holland or
Muskegon
and 1 sat in
my dorm.
I couldn't
have mom
fold my laundry. I couldn’t
party with the 16-year-olds.
I couldn’t watch high school
football. I was jealous.
Then I grew up. I can’t
prevent this situation.
The only solution I could
possibly suggest is that we
allow Forest Hills to play
their football games at
Lubbers Stadium and hold a
dance till 10 p.m. We could
invite mom and dad! This
might keep some students
on campus.
The more relevant
situation (at least for the
purpose of this column)
is the migration of Grand
Valley students from
Allendale to another college
campus. Allendale has

Editor’s note: Letters to the editor will be published
as they are submitted, regardless of spelling, grammar
or punctuation. Editing will only occur in the case of
extreme profanity, libelous information or poor taste.
Learning through world
travel
In their college career,
many students will take
advantage of or consider
opportunities to study
abroad. I. for one. never
have actually “studied’’
abroad, unless you consid
er a one-hour presentation
enough time to learn about
a country’s political history
and culture. These were
exactly I received before
entry into each country I
have visited.
I needed no passport to
go on my often four-day
explorations of these coun
tries. for my passport was
my Marine Corps identi
fication card. The “pre
sentations’’ were briefings
that gave me an adequate
amount of knowledge to
keep out of trouble in a
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cornfields. East Lansing,
Kalamazoo and Mt.
Pleasant have bars. They
have concerts and theme
parties and real crime
to keep the police busy.
Allendale has a couple of
bars too, but not on campus.
We had Dishwalla play a
concert one time. It was
sweet.
My advice is this: Put
a bar in Kirkhof. Drop
the no-smoking ban in
the building and add big
speakers. We already have
pool tables and big screens,
so the bar atmosphere is
halfway there. Put a football
game on the screen, add a
betting table nearby, and let
the beer pong tournament
begin.
We can have security
at the doors to mark the
minors with big black M’s
in permanent marker. OK,
not everyone on campus
drinks. But not everyone on
campus leaves either. If you
want more people to stop
leaving, create something
that caters to their interest.

Another possibility is
to let the fraternities plan
and implement an event.
Have you ever seen Old
School? Have you ever
wanted to hold a wrestling
party? I know I have. Give
the Greeks a weekend in
Kirkhof, no holds barred,
and see if they can create an
event for the ages.
We can acknowledge that
our campus is full of good
people during the week.
We can pretend that those
good people abstain from
alcohol, or we can solve
the problem. Is anyone
committed to keeping
students here on campus,
or are we just playing the
political game to show
interest in the student body?
Free haircuts and root beer
kegs are not the solution.
Those things make a cute
party for a 13-year-old.
We’re young adults. We’ve
seen every college party
movie ever made. We want
to go to that college. On the
weekends, we do.

and a new appreciation of
life in the United States.
Often, these visits brought
us into the more underpriv
ileged parts of the coun
tries where the economies
were poor. Resulting from
the various political prob
lems of these countries,
you could see the toll this
had on their societies.
Having met several
people my age overseas, I
learned that many of them
cared not of politics and
war, but more for their
futures, just as we do. Like
most of us studying here at
Grand Valley, my interac
tions with these foreign
ers showed me that they
want a good education, a
good job, a nice home, and
a healthy, loving family.
The only difference is that
we have a voice, freedom,
and the opportunity that is
unparalleled anywhere else
in the world.
With limited time in
each country, I barely got

to learn about the history
and culture that made them
what they are today. It was
enough time, however,
to do the “tourist thing’’
and walk away with some
amazing souvenirs. If I
learned anything from my
five years of service, it’s
my new outlook on life.
More challenging for oth
ers in this world, life as a
U.S. Citizen is something
we should never take for
granted.
Studying abroad is a
perfect opportunity for
students to learn more of
life in this world. The ex
perience is something you
can’t get from hearing a
professor lecturing, reading
a book, or watching CNN.
While my experiences may
never be had for some of
you here, you can create
your own by traveling to
learn.

GVL LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Jack Shaheen
Author of "Reel Bad Arabs: How
Hollywood Vilifies a People"

The ultimate goal of the Grand
Valley Lanthom opinion page is
to stimulate discussion and ac
tion on topics of interest to the
Grand Valley Community.
The Grand Valley Lanthom
welcomes reader viewpoints and
offers three vehicles of expres
sion for reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columns and
phone responses.
Letters must include the au
thor’s name and be accompanied
by current picture identification
if dropped off in person. Letters
will be checked by an employee
of the Grand Valley Lanthom.
Letters appear as space per
mits each issue. The limit for
letter length is one page, single
spaced.

What are you looking forward to
most about fall?

The editor reserves the right
to edit and condense letters and
columns for length restrictions
and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthom
will not be held responsible for
errors that appear in print as a
result of transcribing handwrit
ten letters or e-mail typographic
errors.
The name of the author is usu
ally published but may be with
held for compelling reasons.
The content, information
and views expressed are not ap
proved by nor necessarily repre
sent those of the university, its
Board of Trustees, officers, fac
ulty and staff.

V

country.
When I was deployed
for service in Operation
Enduring Freedom, we
often would pull into ports
not only to give us (ser
vice members) some much
needed rest and relaxation,
but also to boost the local
economies and strengthen
the bonds of international
relations.
Through Marine Corps
service, I have been
fortunate enough to go to
Australia three times, Hong
Kong twice. Singapore
twice. South Korea twice,
Guam twice. Bahrain, and
finally one last stop in
Hawaii. With the exception
of Australia, every place
the Marine Corps took me,
left me with a newfound
respect for the people of
those foreign countries.

Michael Franks
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Urinary tract infections
— not a girl's best friend
By Patiy Feenstra
Registered Nurse
Campus Health Center
Urinary tract infection (UTI)
is the term used to refer to any
infection of the entire unnary tract,
but the most common of these
infections occurs in the lower
part of the tract called the bladder
Women tend to develop urinary
tract infections far more frequently
than men because of anatomy.
The woman’s urethra — the
tube that carries urine away from
the bladder — is close to the
vagina and the rectum, is straight,
and is only a few inches long. This
makes it fairly easy for bacteria to
get into it and travel to the bladder
causing infection.
The following sigas and
symptoms may mean you have a
unnary tract infection: 1) burning
or pain with urination, 2) back.

abdominal or flank pain, 3) nausea,
chills or fever, 4) blood in the
unne, 5) frequent or urgent need to
urinate or 6) the inability to “hold”
the urine.
Not all signs and symptoms
need to be present. Prompt
medical attention is necessary to
prevent the infection from moving
into the kidneys. An untreated
or recurrent kidney infection can
lead to scarring of the kidneys and
permanent kidney damage.
Treatment for urinary tract
infections is usually with
antibiotics. Depending on the
antibiotic used, treatment can
last three to 10 days. It is very
important to take medications as
prescribed and to finish all of the
medication. Do not neglect to
follow up the antibiotic therapy
with another visit to the doctor
if he or she requests it because
these infections tend to recur if

not adequately eliminated the first
time.
The following are steps that can
be taken to prevent urinary tract
mfectioas:
1) Avoid postponing urination
— urinating when you feel the
need will prevent the urine from
stagnating in the bladder
2) Drink at least eight glasses
of water and other fluids a day to
dilute the unne. Avoid caffeine
which can imtate the bladder
and also cause dehydration.
Alcoholic beverages can also
cause dehydration and should be
avoided.
3) Keep the area around the
vagina, urethra and rectum clean.
Wipe from front to back to avoid
spreading fecal bacteria to the
genital area.
4) Shower instead of tub baths
so that contaminated water runs
down and off the body.

5) Avoid bubble baths,
feminine hygiene sprays and
douches. Ingredients in these can
be irritants.
6) Avoid wearing pantyhose,
wet bathing suits, tight slacks or
nylon underwear for long periods
of time because they provide a
warm, dark, moist environment
where bacterial growth has a
chance to thrive.
7) Urinate before and after
sexual intercourse. Intercourse
can push bacteria up into the
bladder. Using a water-soluble
lubricant like K-Y jelly is also
recommended as it provides
urethral protection.
If you think you have a urinary
tract infection or have further
questions, please contact GVSU
Campus Health Center at (616)
331-2435 or stop in at 10383A
42nd Ave. between 9 a.m. and 4:30
p.m. Monday through Friday.
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GOP should embrace Miers
By Joshua Huck
Daily Texan (U. Texas)
(U-WIRE) AUSTIN, Texas
- Substantial amounts of ink
have been dedicated to dissecting
Harriet Miers, Bush’s Supreme
Court nominee to replace the
departing Sandra Day O’Connor.
Even in the pages of The Daily
Texan, two editorials have already
taken on Bush’s pick, both in
negative light.
The internet “blogosphere" is
in overdrive with both the Left
and Right wondering exactly what
Bush was thinking when he settled
on Miers. Her history indicates a
rainbow of ideological interests.
With no judicial experience and a
middling record, she has big shoes
to fill, following the O’Connor
legacy.
What’s more, her nomination
is fresh on the heels of the recent
confirmation of Chief Justice John
Roberts, a man that Republican
Sen. Sam Brownback rightfully
called a “rock star” in his field.
Roberts argued in front of the
Supreme Court 38 times, winning
25 of those cases. Harriet Miers
has never faced our county's high
court in a case.
Because of her inscrutability,
prominent right-wingers are
furiously calling for a “doover” asserting that Bush has
wasted a chance to secure a solid
conservative in the court and
possibly is inadvertently pulling a
“Souter.” David Souter, a George
H.W. Bush Supreme Court
nominee, has leaned left on many
court rulings during his tenure on
the bench.
From Pat Buchanan to Ann
Coulter, volleys are coming from
all directions on the Right, pitting
party factions against each other
and the President.
So what’s all the fuss about?
One of the GOP’s most

repeated talking points regards
those pesky “activist judges”
that “legislate from the bench.”
This always has always been
a disingenuous attack on our
judicial system. The real problem
the GOP has with these activist
judges is that they don’t "legislate
from the bench” in the Right’s
favor.
During the Roberts
confirmation hearing, some
Democrats worked themselves
into a tizzy trying to gauge where
Roberts stood on issues such
as abortion and privacy rights.
Roberts showed no cards, and was
confirmed without any significant
revelations. Republicans stuck
to their guns throughout and
defended Roberts’ dissembling on
the grounds that lucidity would
compromise his future position on
the court.
Now the Right is stuck
between a rock and a hard
place, having carried the Fifth

Amendment into the Roberts
confirmation as their standard,
they have no leg to stand on
in trying to figure out Miers, a
nominee even more frustratingly
opaque than Roberts. So instead
of feeling her out and appearing to
flip-flop, they're merely calling for
her nomination to be withdrawn.
Unfortunately. Bush isn’t budging.
Friday morning he told reporters
that, “she [Miers] is going to be on
the bench.”
I have no doubt that Bush, his
advisers and Miers have spoken
very frankly about the gravity
of this appointment in an issuespecific matter, despite Bush's
oft-repeated metaphor that he has
no “litmus test.” The White House
has mounted a fierce campaign to
reassure the conservative leaders
that Miers will represent their
agenda, but one wonders what
information they’re using if not
the “alkalinity” or “acidity" of
Miers’ convictions.

LEGAL HELP IS HERE

Anyone who believes that
the White House didn’t test the
waters of Miers’ ideology before
presenting her to the public
is delusional. The real trick is
convincing the American people
that they didn’t have to. In order
for Bush to continue to project his
maverick image, it must appear
that he merely judged Miers’
character and saw her fit for
promotion.
In the coming weeks, it will be
interesting to watch GOP senators
attempt to extract what they
desire to know from Miers’ while
towing the party line from the last
confirmation hearing, still fresh
in the collective memory. Right
now, knowing winks from the
Bush administration and “just trust
me” aren’t enough for the anxious
ranks of conservatives waiting for
the court to fulfill their wishes
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Corvino challenges arguments with humor
Speaker discusses some
common gay, lesbian
arguments in today s
society

Todisprovethe“universali/able"
argument, Corvino shared how
following a speech in Pennsylvania,
a Roman Catholic priest wrote to
the school newspaper and said,
“If everyone was homosexual,
there’d be no society.” Corvino, in
By Angela Harris
response, wrote, "If everyone was
GVL Laker Life Eititor
a Roman Catholic priest, there’d
be no society either."
As part of National Coming
He said this argument follows
Out Day. John Corvino dissected
the idea that everyone in society
four key arguments against
needs to prix'reate. Homosexual
homosexuality for students and
sex does not prevent procreation
staff Tuesday night at the Cooksince there are other ways to
DeWitt Center.
reproduce including adoption,
Mixing humor with the
previous relationships or artificial
seriousness of the topic. Corvino,
insemination, he said.
a philosophy professor at Wayne
Society
has
blamed
State University, attempted to
homosexuality
for
anything
disprove the arguments as part of
from suicide rates, drug use and
his presentation, “What is morally
depression to the spread of AIDS,
wrong with homosexuality?”
Corvino said.
Corvino questioned why the
Based on research, AIDS is
Bible condemns homosexuality,
most prevalent in
the
argument
males, especially
that it is not
in homosexual
“universalizable,”
“I ask you not to judge
males, Corvino
the fact that some
said. He argued
them on whom they
say it is harmful
that by using that
love, but whether they
and that it is
logic, the risk of
unnatural.
love at all.”
women getting it
Whilethe Bible
should increase
does
condemn
since they have
homosexuality
JOHN CORVINO
sex with males
in
the book I
PHILOSOPHY PROFESSOR
also.
of
Leviticus,
“Using that
WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY
Corvino
said
thought of mind,
it approves of
lesbian sex is the
slavery
and
way to go,” Corvino said. “Can you
owning other human beings.
imagine the headlines? Surgeon
He questioned why the slavery
General recommends lesbian sex.”
passages are put into historical
Early in his speaking career,
context and not homosexuality.
which began in 1992, audience
“History shows that people
members questioned Corvino about
are overconfident in thinking
anal sex and the misconception
they know God’s way,” he said.
that the "parts don't fit,” during his
“Humility is important.”

presentaUon.
“Yes they do,” Corvino said. “If
they didn’t fit, they wouldn’t do it.
If they didn’t, it’d go something
like this, ‘Oh my god, it’s not
fitting.’ ‘What do we do?’ ‘I don’t
know.’ ‘This isn’t working.’ ‘Want
to go bowling instead?’ ‘Sure, this
isn’t working.’”
If the parts didn’t fit. there are
plenty of other sexual activities
homosexual couples can engage
in, namely things that heterosexual
people also do. which is one point
that people fail to recognize,
Corvino said.
The
argument
against
homosexual marriage and the
idea that heterosexual couples
will stop marrying as a result is
counterproductive, because
it
attacks the very thing it is trying to
protect, Corvino said.
Touching on the idea that some
people think homosexuality is
unnatural, Corvino said that this is
a dressed up way for people to say,
“Ew, that’s gross.
“Just because it grosses you out.
doesn’t mean it’s wrong," he said.
In order to contradict that
concept, Corvino said people
should get to know gay or lesbian
people and see that they have
the same hopes, dreams and
challenges as heterosexuals. But
for this to happen, it is important
for members of the gay, lesbian
and bisexual community to come
out of the closet, which is why
National Coming Out Day is so
important because it encourages
people to come out and gives them
a safe environment to do so.
“They put so much effort
into hiding who they really are
(because of the way society treats

vv
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Dispelling myths: |ohn Corvino spoke on common arguments against homosexuality as part of National Coming Out Day.

them].”Corvino said. “They have
nothing to hide or be shameful
of.”
Overall, students an<J staff
reacted positively to the speech.
“It was very informative,” said
Danyelle Thompson, a Grand
Valley State University graduate
assistant. "He had some very well

thought out arguments and put
humor in which helped loosen up
the audience.”
John Quaker, a GVSU senior,
added, “I thought he made
some good points and was very
convincing. It was funny, and I
really enjoyed it.”
Before
ending,
Corvino

challenged students and staff to
walk a mile in someone else’s shoes
before they judge them, especially
a member of the gay, lesbian or
bisexual community.
"I ask you not to judge them on
whom they love, but whether they
love at all,” Corvino said.

LSU provides Speed Dating opportunity at GVSU
By Angela Harris
GVL Laker Life Editor
With Sweetest Day on
Saturday, Grand Valley State
University students will have the
opportunity to meet a date for it

tomorrow.
The Latino Student Union
is offering Speed Dating for
students to find a potential date.
"It is a great way for students
to get to know each other even
if it is not destiny,” said Melissa
Flores, LSU president.

During the event, two tables
with about 20 students at each
will be set up with one group
of 10 remaining stationary and
the other group of 10 rotating
through the stations.
Each pair of students will
converse for three minutes before

COMPLIMENTARY MOVIE PASSES!
INVITE YOU AND A
GUEST TO A SPECIAL
SCREENING!
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the moving students relocate to
the next student.
The technique to decide who
will be immovable and who will
move is yet to be determined,
said Kim Waslawski, LSU
historian. Immovable volunteers
most likely will be members of
LSU, as well as students not
affiliated. Nonaffiliated students
can volunteer and they will be
accepted on a first come, first
served basis.
“We thought that since not
everyone has someone to spend
Sweetest Day with, it would
be a great way for students to
meet each other,” said Amanda
Miralrio, LSU treasurer.
Flores added that there will
a sign on each table reminding
students that not everyone they
meet during the event will be the
love of their life.
“We will remind people
that while they may not click

with everyone there, to still be
polite and have a conversation
anyway,” Miralrio said.
Miralrio said she hopes that
the event will get the participants
to talk to each other and interact
with people they might not
normally.
LSU chose to host the event
because it was looking for
something new to do that had
never been done on GVSU’s
campus
and
would
catch
students’ eyes, Waslawski said.
The group wanted an interactive
event and not simply something
that involved handing out candy
or something similar.
Miralrio added that during the
brainstorming session. Sweetest
Day was mentioned, and the
group built the idea off of it.
Waslawski said she expects a
good turnout for the event with
possibly around 50 participants.
She also said she hopes that

a good mix of participants show
up, despite the GVSU male to
female ratio that may play into
the dynamics of the participants.
“With the ratio at GVSU,
we could possibly have double
the amount of girls to guys,”
Waslawski said. “If there is not
too much guy to girl interaction,
we still hope that it is a good
time to hang out and interact
with other participants.”
Miralrio added, “Even if there
is not an equal balance, hopefully
girls will come awaty with new
friends, even if not necessarily a
date.”
Both Miralrio and Waslawski
said that the exact setup and
layout of the event will depend
on who attends the event and
what the ratio ends up being.
Speed Dating will take place
in rooms 215 and 216 in the
Kirkhof Center from 10 p.m. to
1 a.m.

Letofsky to share her
walk around the world
and she learned hundreds of new
things every day.
GVL Staff Writer
“Even the bad days, ... I’d
rather be there than having a good
For five years, she has walked day at work,” she explained.
across the earth, traveling 14,124 “For me, it was like a five-year
miles, crossing 22 countries, contract. Your immediate goal
completing hundreds of news [at school) is the next test, then
interviews for various papers. the semester; just take off small
There were times where it was chunks at a time.”
Letofsky said the breast
all she could do to put one foot
cancer element was only one
in front of the other.
However, Polly
Letofsky aspect of the benefits of the
can rest easy knowing that she journey.
“You can take on any
has raised more than $200,000
for breast cancer research and seemingly impossible task one
step at a time,” she explained.
awareness.
“Small goals are
“The
very achievable.
walk itself is
Five
years
something
I
“Eighty percent of
down the road,
wanted to do
women diagnosed with
my large goal is
since
I
was
breast cancer have no
achieved.”
12 years old,"
Kelly Weir,
Letofsky said.
known risk factors.”
president
She will share
of
Cancer
her story with
Awareness
POLLY LETOFSKY
the Grand Valley
Resistance
State University
SPEAKER
Education, said
community on
she
believes
Monday at noon
that everyone
and 9 p.m. in
the Pere Marquette room of the can take a stand against breast
cancer. It is crucial to raise
Kirkhof Center.
Letofsky completed her walk awareness about breast cancer,
the
college
to raise awareness for breast especially in
community, since it is the No. 2
cancer.
“Every single woman is at killer of women.
“Cancer affects a lot of
risk for breast cancer,” Letofsky
said. “Eighty percent of women people, and if it hasn’t affected
diagnosed with breast cancer a college student yet, it most
likely will affect them somehow
have no known risk factors.”
within their lifetime," Weir said.
Letofsky said her walk, which
lasted from August 1999 to July “It’s obviously a negative thing,
2(X)4, was constant and exciting. and I think that the wonderful

By Matt Marn
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thing about Polly is that she took
something that is so negative and
turned it into a huge, positive
thing.”
The difference one person can
make for the battle against breast
cancer can be inspirational and
send hope. Weir said.
“Look at one person, look at
what she did; look at how many
lives she touched,” Weir said.
“She met over 1,900 survivors,
just walking down the street,
asking people, talking about it,
bringing it up.”
The
speech
will
be
educational,
but
enjoyable,
said LeaAnn Tibbe, adviser of
CARE.
“She’s very creative; she’s
very clever,” Tibbe said.
“I
think she’s going to have some
great shots, and I think it’s going
to be entertaining.”
Tibbe said she hopes students
will leave the presentation with
awareness that breast cancer
affects everyone.
“I think that people really need
to do more self-examination, and
be more aware of that,” Tibbe
said. “Also, if we can instill the
message in college students the
importance of awareness, it’s
going to stick with them the rest
of their lives."
Letofsky said if women find a
lump in their breast, they should
get it checked.
“Don’t let the doctor dismiss
it, insist on a biopsy,” she said
“Be your own advocate. If they
don’t want to, you have every
right to go see another doctor.”

B
Sarah Hawley, Sports Editor
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Bowling strikes home
2
The Koopten uiten. Audrey aod
Alina were the only two Lakcn to
win in tingles (amis compedboo «t
Penis Stale Umvenity on Saturday
Jenoa KiOips and Audrey Koopaen
won their doubles match as well.
The Lakers fell to the Bulldogs
3-6. This puts them at 8-2 go the
season and 6-2 in the Great Lakes
Conference.

9
Nine tackles came from sophomore
linebacker Anthony Adams in the
Grand Valley State University 3810 victory over Hillsdale College
on Saturday. For this feat he was
named GLLAC Defensive Player of
the Week. He holds spot No. 15 in
GLLAC rankings

4
Men’s cross country has four seniors
on the squad this season Andy
Duemling ran an 8-kikxneter race in
25:58 for his personal best at GVSU.
David Harvey earned tint-team
Academic AU-GUAC in 2004.
Jason Prowant’s personal best in the
8-kilometer is 25:54. Blake Terhune
was named Freshman on the Year
in 2001.

76
Junior Kate MacDonald led the
Laker pack with a 76 after round
one of the Lenoir-Rhyne Myrtle
Beach Invitational Monday. GVSU
compiled a 318 cumulative score on
day one for a No. 6 standing.

Men's Golf
GLIAC Championship
Oct. 10-11

leamloi) Five
Saginaw Valley State
University 898
Ferris State University 903
Gannon University 904
Grand Valley State
University 905
Mercyhurst College 910

Grand Valiev Players
Steve Larson
73-72-74 219
Tony Mango
79-74-74 227
Kyle Murphy
77-75-76 228
Josh Orler
78-75-78 231
Mark Pawlowski
79-75-79 233

Women's
Golf
Myrtle Beach
Invitational
Oct. 10-11

Team Tod Five
University of West Florida
615
Grand Valley State
University 619
Nova Southeastern
University 620
University of Central
Arkansas 631
Drury University 636
Grind Yiltev Flavin

Kate MacDonald
76-74 150
Audra Walter
78-73 151
Kristi Vienneau
82-77 159
Laura Leatherman
82-77 159
Melissa Riegle
84-83 167

Club plans to
participate in eight to 10
tournaments including
nationals

By Andy Hamilton
GVL Staff Writer
Grand Valley State University
women’s bowling club officially
began its 2005 season with the
team’s first tournament of the year.
During the weekend of Oct.
8, the women’s bowling club
traveled to Lorain. OH for the
American Heartland Conference I
Tournament. The event is the first
of tliree conference tournaments in
the Midwest which GVSU plans to
attend. Westland, MI will host the
second on Oct. 29.
At the conference tournaments,
the Lakers bowl against several
Midwest teams from Ohio and
Indiana and in-state schools such
as Michigan State University and
Saginaw Valley State University.
Of the fifteen women’s teams
competing at the tournament in

Lorain, GVSU finished seventh.
Scores are based on the total
number of puts knocked over.
The club hopes to compete
in anywhere from eight to 10
tournaments before Feb. 18,
including sectionals and nationals,
said Theresa Guysky, GVSU team
captain.
“We are planning on about one
to two tournaments a month, most
of them in the Midwest,” Guysky
said. “It mostly depends on money
and how many people want to go.”
Club members must pay for their
own entry fees and hotels. They are
also responsible for providing their
own transportation.
“Not too many people want to
drive out of state,” Guysky said.
"We took my four-cylinder Escort
station wagon to the last tournament
and I think it almost killed it.”
Guysky has only been bowling
for a few years.
The GVSU
sophomore began playing for fun
in high school and is now in her
first year as the club’s team captain.
She said she wishes bowling was

an official sport at GVSU, but for
now, is enjoying her time with the
club.
As
captain,
Guysky
is
responsible for a lot of paperwork
including filling out tournament
forms, recording dues and taking
attendance.
“Pretty much anything affiliated
with Grand Valley,” she said.
The club has nine women, and
membership is done by semester
so people are not required to
compete all year. The practices
are held on Tuesdays at Spectrum
Lanes in Wyoming, but Guysky
said they hope to begin bowling an
additional day in the near future. To
avoid conflicting with any classes,
Guysky said the club bowls from
9:30 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Traveling to Wyoming from
Allendale is not the best, hut
Spectrum is the only venue that
would allow the club to practice for
free, Guysky said. They allow for
the use of different, quicker oils on
the lanes as well.

GVL / lislvn Gilbert

Strike! Sophomore Theresa Guysky follows through after sending her ball
down the lane during the women's club bowling team practice on Tuesday.

Volleyball spikes Bulldogs
game.
Def Leopard’s “Pour Some
Sugar on Me” was the key tune
in her car, she added.
Scanlon made a slight line
adjustment after game two, going
By Sarah Hawley
with one setter instead of two.
GVL Sports Editor
This put Ashmore in the front
line.
Constant volleys and fierce
“She loves to play front row,”
competition filled the Fieldhouse Scanlon said, “She loves to block.
arena Tuesday
night. The She got the ball to the hitters. She
week of rivalries in the athletic fed the ball to them well.”
department at Grand Valley State
FSU held the advantage for
University hit round one with the most of the match, but it was
Lakers on top.
GVSU’s service errors that gave
GVSU women’s volleyball FSU a 33-31 win. causing a fifth
beat Ferris State University 3-2 game. The Lakers had 16 service
at home, marking the first time errors, including nine in game
this season the Lakers made it four. FSU had 10 service errors.
through five games with a victory
“We
weren’t
serving
at the end.
aggressively enough,” Scanlon
“It didn’t come easy," said said. “We gave them too many
GVSU head coach Deanne options on where to go with the
Scanlon. “We’ve been having 3- ball, which threw [ourl blockers
0 runs. This was the first tough off.”
match where we played hard. We
The final match began with
were dominant at times. Ferris setter Ashmore at the serving
had to play their best to stay with line. GVSU started out strong
us.”
and never let up. The Lakers had
Senior and middle blocker a 5-0 lead before FSU picked up
for the Lakers, Tracy Kirk was a its first point off a missed block.
powerhouse. She broke her own The Lakers allowed one more
career high of 31 kills over the Bulldog point, as they sealed a
course of the five matches. In
15-2 match.
2003 she set her
FSU
head
previous record
coach Tia Bradeof 23 kills. In
Wilhelm said her
“You know how it’s your
Division
II
squad did not
volleyball, Kirk rival, so you want to play
play very well,
ranks No. 8 on
even though they
the best you can.”
the season in
worked
hard.
posting kills of
“Our
blockers
31 or higher.
were not very
JAMIE ASHMORE
The Lakers
focused,”
she
FRESHMAN
lost game one
said.
and won the ____________
The Bulldogs,
next two, but it
ranked No. 20,
was game four that kept the 428- sunk to a 16-6 record. The Lakers
person crowd on their feet and maintain their No. 15 national
redshirt freshman Jamie Ashmore ranking, post a 17-4 overall
all over the floor.
record and 9-1 in GLIAC play.
GVSU’s Ashmore had 14 GVSU also moves to 48 wins in
defensive digs, six of which the series against FSU.
came in game four. She also has
“There’s always that rivalry,”
a career high of 48 assists. Her said Lindsay Tye, FSU outside
attack percentage came in at hitter, who posted 11 kills. “You
.444. which was higher than any work all season to beat that team.
other player.
That makes you push even harder
“You know how it’s your rival,
— it drives you.”
so you want to play the best you
The Lakers will take this
can.” Ashmore said. “I listened to victory on the road with them
pump-up music in my car on the as they head to Wayne State
way here and was fired up for the University on Oct. 14.

Lakers beat Ferris State
University 3-2 in the
Fieldhouse on Tuesday
night

CVL / Misty Minnd

Hitting hard: Senior blocker Tracy Kirk knocks down Ferris' ball al the net for a GVSU win over rival Ferris State 3-2.

The breakdown — look out Saginaw Valley
By Dan Kilian Jr.
GVL Staff Writer
When Grand Valley
State University squares off
against Saginaw Valley State
University this weekend in
Allendale, it will be for much
more than just bragging
rights. The Battle of the
Valleys is becoming one of
the hottest feuds in Division
II football, consistently
pitting two nationally-ranked
teams against each other in
a showdown that will likely
determine playoff seeding.
This season will be no
different, and both teams will
put their undefeated records
on the line and fight for the
top spot in the Great Lakes
Conference. But while it

seems that
both teams
have a lot to
lose, GVSU
has much
more on the
line, as they
are also the
No. I team in
the nation, and
if they drop
this game, they will probably
be ranked under SVSU. who
is ranked No. 4.
The game will he nothing
short of spectacular as GVSU
will send out its dynamic
offense against SVSU’s stellar
defense. GVSU running
back Astin Martin will have
his work cut out for him
against senior linebacker
John DiGiorgio, SVSU’s

all-time leading tackier who
will look to add to his already
impressive resume.
SVSU has a dominant
defense, recording 27 sacks
and eight interceptions so far
this season. The Cardinal’s
defense will have its hands
full with quarterback Cullen
Finnerty and his seemingly
endless array of weapons
which have torched opposing
defenses every week.
The Cardinals will look to
fluster the junior quarterback
and will hope he forces an
errant pass, but Finnerty has
shown time and again that he
does not mind relying on his
legs to gain extra yards.
Cardinal quarterback
Vinnie Miroth better not make
himself too comfortable in

what will be his second start
of the season, as the Lakers
defense is nothing to laugh at.
GVSU has yielded 17 sacks
and 9 interceptions, and if
Miroth makes one mistake, it
could be enough to lose the
game.
GVSU defensive lineman
Michael McFadden will
do his part to make Miroth
uncomfortable. McFadden
terrorizes opposing
quarterbacks, having recorded
eight sacks so far this season.
Teammate Anthony Adams
was voted GLIAC Defensive
Player of the Week last week,
recording nine tackles, two
tackles for loss, and one sack.
SVSU won the last match
up at home. This year GVSU
will host, and the Cardinals

can he sure they will hear
their share of comments from
the Laker student section. The
crowd has been extremely
vocal this season, and with a
game such as this, the crowd
will turn it up even more. If
the Cardinals find themselves
deep in that corner of the
stadium, they will feel the
students’ presence.
The Lakers are up against
their toughest opponent
yet and they have to step it
up if they want to remain
undefeated. But while the
Cardinals defense has stopped
every team they have played,
they have not seen anything
like the Lakers offense.
And if you ask me. once
they have seen it. they are
going to wish they never did
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Biggest game kicks off on
home turf for the Lakers
GVSU football squad set
to battle Saginaw Valley
on Saturday
By Sarah Hawley

Both teams are undefeated and
both teams have one goal in mind
— a victory on Saturday.
The Battle of the Valleys hits the
turf at 7 p.m. for the key game of
the season. The Grand Valley State
University leakers kick off against
arch rivals the Saginaw Valley State
University Cardinals.
GVSU holds the series record
at 22-10, but SVSU won the battle
last season. The Lakers lost the
game away from home, 20-31.
This season Saginaw is counting
on an error-free game on their
part, but hoping for some Laker
mistakes, head coach Randy Awrey
said.
“We have to play perfect football
to beat them.” Awrey said. "The
breaks have to go our way. Grand
Valley is heads above the rest of the
league."
One major concern for the
Cardinals is running back Astin
Martin. Martin leads die Lakers in
rushing yardage with an average

■ E aE
1
1
1
1

GVL Sports Editor

of 120 per game. Last
2004 GAME QUARTERS
weekend he gained 171
yards in the defeat over
FINAL
2
Hillsdale College.
"Runningback
GVSU | 00 13 07 00
20
| Martin |
is
phenomenal.” Awrey
SVSU | u 07 07
said. "He’s the best
I’ve ever seen. Grand
Valley is the best team
The ultimate goal for the Laker
I’ve seen on tape in this league "
defense is to stop the running game.
Within the first 20 minutes of Pascal said if they can run, then they
the 2004 game, the Lakers lost the can pass. In preventing the run. the
ball three times leading to an early defensive-line will be able to break
Cardinal lead. This time it might be in and get to the quarterback, he
added.
different for the Lakers.
First-year GVSU defensiveGVSU won its last battle against
line coach William Pascol said the SVSU in 2003. It was a low scoring
defense hits taken on a very hard game of 10-3. Also. Laker head
coach Chuck Martin has lost his
work ethic this season.
“They are early on the field and only run-in with the Cardinals. This
late oft the field.” Pascol said.
is his chance to even the score.
Saginaw has built the road this
In stopping the offense, SVSU
quarterback Chris Dougherty is season on high scoring games on
good and has a quick release on their end. but capping opponents
the pass. Pascol said. Dougherty off at numbers below 15 points.
has compiled 11 touchdowns and They toppled Mercyhurst College
1,414 yards.
44-14 last Saturday.
The Lakers boast the top slot
"We can’t give him a lot of
time,” Pascol said. "But even with in the nation and look to finish this
a little time he does good. So, we’re weekend still on top.
"The bottom line is stopping
trying to limit his time. If we get
them to have to make quick bad Saginaw Valley,” Pascol said.
decisions — it’d be to our favor.”

Soccer keeps on winning
By Andy Hamilton
GVL Staff Writer
Following a 2-1 overtime
victory
Saturday
against
Mercyhurst
College,
the
Grand Valley State University
women’s soccer team returned
to the field Sunday to defend
their home turf against Gannon
University. The Lakers entered
the contest ranked No. 8 in the
nation.
Senior
forward
Mirela
Tutundzic netted two goals in
the match. Her first came off a
penalty kick. The Lakers put up
19 shots in the first half, but had
trouble finding the net as three
balls smacked off the crossbar
in only 10 minutes.

GVSU opened the second
half immediately, attacking
the Golden Knight’s net and
scoring the game’s next goal two
minutes into play. The set-up
started at midfield when senior
Jenny Swalec tackled a Gannon
player, took possession of the
ball and sent it to freshman
Katy Tafler. Using one dribble,
Tafler forced Gannon’s keeper
into a sliding position and
moved in front of a wide-open
net to tap in an easy shot.
GVSU Head Coach David
Dilanni said the team responded
nicely after halftime.
"When you only have a 1-0
lead and are missing chances,
you need to play with more
urgency,” Dilanni said. "We
were playing down to their pace

GVL / faslyn Gilbert

Getting loud: Laker fans Christian Goetz and Ryan Smith cheer after the
GVSU women's soccer team scored a goal during Sunday's game against
Gannon University.

in the first half, and I told them
we needed to pick it up.”
Swalec continued the scoring
with 35 minutes left in the
game. After receiving a throwin from the right side, Swalec
maneuvered her way along the
baseline. She knocked the ball
into the mouth of the goal and
off a Gannon defender into the
net for an unassisted goal.
Tutundzic made the score 40 with a little over 15 minutes
remaining on an assist from
Tafler. The two lead the team
in goals and have become a
familiar scoring combination for
the Lakers this season. GVSU
out-shot the visiting Golden
Knights 34-9 in the match.
Freshman Kristina Nasturzio
was once again in net for GVSU,
posting her ninth shutout of
the season. Nasturzio remains
undefeated at 13-0, and Dilanni
said the defense deserves a lot
of credit.
“Our backline has been
exceptional,” he said. ‘‘They’ve
been tested and rose to the
challenge.”
Going into the final five
games of the regular season,
Dilanni said the team is working
on making adjustments while
still on the field.
“That is one thing we need
to get better on,” he said. “We
need to understand were not
going to be perfect for 90
minutes and we have to solve
problems.”
With the win, the Lakers
improved to 4-0 in GLIAC play,
13-1 overall, and will spend the
upcoming weekend in Ohio
facing Findlay University on
Oct. 15 and Ashland University
on Oct. 16.

MONTE'S
DAILY HAPPY HOUR
MONDAY-FRIDAY 4PM-7PM
www.montesgr.com

616- 774* 5969

DRII1K SPECIALS
IHondays

64oz. Pitchers:
Domestics $4.50
Imports & Microbrews $7.50

Tuesdays
$3 Stoli Drinks
$4 Stoli & Red Bulls

Wednesdays
College Night
$2 You Call It! Any drink you |
want for $2
9 pm - Midnight

Thursdays
Ladies Night!!!
$1 You Call It! 10-1 lpm
$1 Domestics & Wells All
Night for Ladies
$2 Beers for Guys

LIUE music
Sept 28

The Sprague Brothers

GVL / Anna Schwallier

high: Marshall Stevens from the GVSU Equestrian Team competes at the Fall 2005 IHSA Horse Show on Oct.
9. He placed third in the Open Flat Class.
•

Horses are out,
ready to roll

strongest we have seen in several abilities of the rider.
years," said GVSU senior and team
There are also divisions for flat
president Marshall Stevens. “The events — where the rider shows a
show was limited to fewer riders horse’s abilities without having to
per team, which resulted in the best jump fences.
riders from each team competing."
The Lakers fared well against
By Ross Andekson
The Lakers had horses donated their competition. As a team, they
GVL Staff Writer
to them for the
took fifth overall
which
and compiled topThe Lakers equestrian team event,
for
notch
individual
“I feel we have a strong
tamed their horses for the GVSU allowed
riders
performances.
Fall 2005 Intercollegiate Horse more
team and are off to a good Stevens took third1
Show Association horse show at per event. The
of
start.”
in the open fences
Kentree Stables in Ada, Mich, on selection
horses.however,
section
B
and
Sunday.
limited,
fourth in the open
Teams from Michigan State was
MARSHALL STEVENS flat. Alex Feringa
University, the University of and the events
GVSU TEAM PRESIDENT
had
to
be
split
placed sixth in the
Michigan, Otterbein College,
into
sections
A,
open flat. Tracy
Calvin College and Findlay
Koning won her
University competed at the event. B and some C
novice flat show. Katie Weingartz
Most squads were club affiliations. categories.
Equestrian competition is one of finished at No. 4 in the C section of
Findlay, which is known for having
an excellent program, is a varsity the only co-ed sports in college, so the Advanced WTC.
no divisions were based on gender.
Also riding for the Lakers were
squad.
"The competition was the Instead, the divisions are based Sarah Brooks, who took second
on obstacle fence height and the
in the B section of the Advanced
WTC. Dana Vandenbrink came
up with fifth in the B section
of the novice open fences. Erin
Burlingham came away with two
third places, the first for the novice
open fences A and the second for
the intermediate flat section A.
Kayda Focht came away with sixth
in the novice fences section B.
“I feel we have a strong team
and are off to good start,” Stevens
said. “With this being only the
MONDAY-SATURDAYIIAM-2AM
Tuesdays
second show of the season we have
a lot to look forward to.”
$1 Domestic Drafts 9-12am
SUNDAY I2PM-2AM
This year’s team has 35
112 Off Appetizers 9-1 am
members.
Twelve are returnees
Open for LUNCH DAILY * ^
and 23 are new to the team. They
Wednesdays
are divided into two squads, 9
$1 Domestic Beers &
Western team and an English team,
rr $1 Well Drinks 9-12am
representing two riding styles.
1/2 Off Appetizers 9-1am
Most college teams can hold
their practices on or close to
Full
until 1am every night of the week
campus, but GVSU’s team drives
30 to 40 minutes away for practice
Happy Hour
4-7pm Mon-Fri
because their training facilities are
in Ada. They also have practices in
the winter, as they have an indoor
facility there.
The team participates in a long
season that does not end until after
Bloody Sundays
the school year.
$4.00 Burgers & Fries until Midnight
"We have shows every other
weekend through mid November,"
Stevens said. “We also will have
$5.00 Bloodtj Mart) P>ar ALL Daq & ALL Night!
several shows winter semester
Over 60 Sauces, Mixes, and Spices to choose from!
including a regional, zone and
national competition to which we
GOOD FOOD GOOD PEOPLE GRU? BEER!
sent five riders to regional, with one
448 BRIDGE NW
Wf ^ going on to nationals ”
GRAND RAPIDS
V A
The leakers face the University
of Michigan on Oct. 22 and 23 ih
Ann Arbor

Numerous Lakers
receive honors in recent
competition in Ada

.O'TOOLES
_
PUBLIC HOUSE ip*
..

Hours of Operation

^

616-742-6095

food menu

Call for detail*

DoncE music
Fri & Sat
Top 40, Dance Remix
& Progressive Dance
Tuesday: House Music w/ DJ
Amanda Trevino 10pm
Thursday: Top 40 Dance Music
w / DJ Rob Spencer

438 BRIDGE mil
GRAI1D RAPIDS

from
$2.00 5ud Light and $).00 20 oz ftudweiser Drafts
At all times wth college ID

A O TT*
MJL
1

Michelle Pawlak, A&E Editor
arts@lanthorn.com
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Different concerts to take Louis Armstrong Theatre stage
: By Michelle Pawlak
GVL A&E Editor
• Grand
Valley
State
llniversity
students craving
musical
entertainment
may
fihd themselves satisfied with
iQe October line up through the
QVSU music department.
•The GVSU Jazz Orchestra
will make its first appearance
this year on the Louis Armstrong
'rtieatre stage tomorrow at 8
pjn. The orchestra, conducted
by Tim Froncek. is made up of
16 students, most of whom are
music majors. The group is made

up of saxophone, trombone,
trumpet and a rhythm section.
Froncek said the concert will
cover a wide variety of material.
“Because of the diversity of
music [students] will be really
surprised and really enjoy it,” he
said.
The orchestra will play several
songs including a traditional
Count Basie big band song, the
Pat Metheny ballad "Always and
Forever,” and Black Sabbath’s
“War Pig" arranged for big
band. All music will be purely
instrumental.
“Come to support your fellow
peers,” Froncek said. "The

musicianship is really high."
Students who enjoy singing
more than instrumental music
can attend either of the two
choral performances on Sunday
in the Louis Armstrong Theatre.
The
University
Singers,
Varsity Men and the Festival
Women’s Chorale will perform
at the 3 p.m. concert. The three
ensembles together have about
125 singers directed by Ellen
Pool, Janice Dudley and Charles
Norris, respectively.
This performance will be the
first for the groups and will have
a variety of music from many
periods.

The University Arts Chorale,
the Select Women’s Ensemble
and the Chamber Orchestra will
perform at an 8 p.m. concert on
Oct. 16. The Director of Choral
Activities, Pool, will conduct
the choral ensembles while
Brian Alhadeff will conduct the
Chamber Orchestra.
The
Select
Women’s
Ensemble, consisting of 45
singers, will perform two pieces
accompanied by Marimba.
The University Arts Chorale
is made up of 55 men and women
singers. They will perform
“Five Hebrew Folksongs” by
Eric W'hitacre accompanied by

student Rebekah Klein on the
violin and student Kelly Rizzo,
piano.
The Chamber Orchestra will
perform "A Serenade for Strings”
by Edward Elgar. Then conclude
the concert with the University
Arts Chorale for a combined
performance of the Bach Motet
#2.
“Students
should
attend
the concerts to broaden their
understanding of choral and
instrumental music,” Pool said.
Alhadeff will also conduct the
Symphony Orchestra on Oct. 21
at 8 p.m. in the Louis Armstrong
Theatre.

The orchestra consists of
about 70 people, mostly students,
ranging in ages from 17-70.
“Nothing is boring on the
program," Alhadeff said.
The
concert
includes
Alexander
Borodin’s
2nd
Symphony and Franz von Suppe’s
"Overture to the Beautiful
Galatea." But Alhadeff said the
highlight of the concert will be
Maurice Ravel’s "Bolero” which
will include the entire orchestra.
This will be Alhadeff’s first
performance at GVSU.
“It would be the perfect date,”
said Alhadeff. “A wonderful
romantic evening.”

Joining musical forces at GVSU
primarily vocal performances
to instrumental compositions,
including
Mozart’s
“The
Marriage of Figaro” and John
Cage’s complex percussion piece
"Third Construction.”
“It’s always a thrill to play
By Marty Slagter
in front of a crowd so big,”
GVL Staff Writer
said student Andy Damman.
“The piece we played was very
; - The Grand Valley State demanding, but all the hard work
University Fall Arts Celebration we put in was definitely worth
2005 presentation of the Faculty it.”
and Student Collage Concert was
Damman participated in John
an opportunity for students and Cage’s “Third Construction,”
their professors to work together which was performed by four
outside of the classroom.
percussionists who played a
The concert.
wide variety of
Sponsored
by
instruments.
Betsy and James
“We started
Barton
and
“I was very impressed
working on it in
the
Gearhart
June,” Damman
by both the diversity of
Family,
took
said. “Professor
instruments
that
were
used
place on Oct.
Tutt suggested
and the talented people
10 at the GVSU
that we play this
Cook-DeWitt
complex piece.
involved."
Center, with a
We went along
packed audience
with it and took
that
included
it seriously.”
BETSY HAASE
university
Other pieces
GUEST
President Mark
performed
Murray.
included
“11
The faculty and students Convegno,” a clarinet duo by
performed 11 pieces, with a Ponchielli, and a vocal duet,
diverse variety of instruments “Make Our Garden Grown.” by
and vocalists.
Leonard Bernstein.
The
program
consisted
Each of the 11 pieces was
of numbers that ranged from

Faculty and students
perform together
for GVSU’s Fall Arts
Celebration

performed by students and
faculty
members,
nine of
which involved both students
and faculty members working
together.
Event organizer Kevin Tutt
said the Faculty and Student
Collage Concert is a chance
for everyone to see the talent
and musical prowess shared by
GVSU faculty and students.
Tutt said he looked forward to
the event because of the artistry
and hard work of his colleagues
and students as they share their
music-making.
"It’s a musically sophisticated,
exciting and interesting repertoire
for a variety of instruments and
vocalists,” Tutt said.
Guests who attended the
concert
shared
the
same
sentiments, saying they were
impressed by the musical
talent shown by the faculty and
students.
“I was very impressed by
both the diversity of instruments
that were used and the talented
people involved." said guest
Betsy Haase. “You don’t get to
see both students and faculty
members play together very
often. It was a very unique
experience.”
Guest Art Haase agreed,
saying the program was a great

CVL / Kate Brown

Keeping with the beat: Senior Music Education major Kris Grant practices percussion before the Faculty and Student
Collage Concert in Cook DeWitt Monday night.

display of the talents GVSU
students and faculty have to
offer.
“All
the
pieces
they
performed were very difficult and
interesting,” Haase said. "The

variety of music and quality of
talent involved is certainly very
impressive.”
The
GVSU
Fall
Arts
Celebration
will
continue
on Oct. 18 at 7 p.m., with a

Distinguished Academic Lecture
at the Loosemore Auditorium.
For
more
information
on
upcoming Fall Arts Celebration
events visit http://www.gvsu.
edu/fallarts.

'In Her Shoes' tells true tale
Review

by

Michelle

Pawlak
GVL A&E Editor
Based on the novel by Jennifer
Weiner, “In Her Shoes,” directed
by Curtis Hanson, is taken
gracefully from the page and
onto the screen for an emotional
adventure in the lives of two very
different sisters.
Maggie (Cameron Diaz) and
Rose Feller (Toni Collette) are the
typical clashing sisters. Maggie,
a die-hard party girl who uses her
looks to get her way, guilt trips
Rose, the conservative work-aholic, into letting her stay at her
place until she figures out her next
step.
After a series of ridiculously
frustrating acts, including some
unforgivable ones. Rose is
pushed to her limits and verbally
hexes Maggie out of her life.
The two go their separate ways
— Rose loosens up a bit and
finds love while Maggie finds
shelter in her previously unknown
grandmother's Florida retirement
home and learns her own selfworth.
* The movie pushed every one
of its actors to the limits, exposing
a, multitude of emotions and
personalities.
The two lead roles were
excellently cast. Diaz and Collette
make the audience believe
they are sisters. Each scene is
genuinely acted and fiercely
emotional from the simplest
conversation about shoes to
the harsh realities of life. For
example:
Maggie: “Shoes like this
should not be locked up in a
closet! You should be living a life
of scandal. You should be getting
screwed in an alley behind a club
by a billionaire while his wife
waits in the car and he told her he
just forgot his wallet!"
Rose: “Please tell me you just
made that up."
Taking this role was a risk for
Diaz’s career, exposing the notso-cute side of so many characters
she plays. She has crossed a line
that if she crosses back to the
cliche party girl role again, it will
only make her look lazy. Diaz has
come this far with her model body
and giggly personality, ami now

that she has shown her true talent
as an actress. Hollywood might
never look at her the same.
Collette shines as Rose Feller
from her first monologue. “A
thong would look ridiculous on
me ... I wear cotton briefs,” to
threatening her wicked stepmother
with a knife. She flawlessly takes
her character through the triumphs
and tribulations of learning to love
her and often brings the audience
to tears.
The movie is full of fantastic
female characters from Rose’s
pessimistic friend to the “High
Council" of the retirement
home where. Skywalker — errr
— Maggie seeks out advice.
Hanson continues his life as
a successful director, giving “In
Her Shoes" a natural feel only he
could create. Hanson's ability to
put actors into their roles while

filming makes the movie feel
more like a true-life tale than an
extremely done-up event unlikely
to ever happen.
This is a movie about love,
loving yourself and loving others.
It is about acceptance and the need
to accept the past to move on to
the future.
Sure you can drag your
boyfriend to this movie and he’ll
probably, un-admittingly, enjoy
it; but “In Her Shoes” is a movie
made about the women of the
world, for the women of the world
and the great bond between them
that no man can ever fill.
This was the most
expensive electric bill for
one month

KIRKPATRICK
$1,195.46

S>t. jfllargaret Jtlarp Catholic Church
SOCIETY OF ST. PIUS X
Traditional Latin Mass

Sunday Mass 2:30 pm
11352 Brown St.

P.O. Box 440

Allendale, MI 49401

Call to verify time at

(616)554 0491

ORLANDO BLOOM

KIRSTEN DUNST

THE BEST PLACE TO FIND YOURSELF.

For rating reasons, go to www fllmratings.com
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What's on tap: Events Calendar
Oct. 13 - Oct. 19
On campus:

Off campus:
Thursday, Oct. 13
What: Bleed the Dream
Where: The Intersection
When: 5:30 p.m
Cost: $10
Restrictions: None
What: Orgamssimo
Where: Billy’s Lounge
When: 9:30 p.m
Cost: $5
Restrictions: 21 +

What: Wanda Jones’ the
Backsliders
Where: DeVos Performace
Hull
When: 3 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Cost: $23-$33
Restrictions: None
What: Halo of Locust
Where: DeVos Performance
Hall
When: 7 p.m.
Cost: $10
Restrictions: None

Friday, Oct. 14

Thursday Oct. 13
• 10 a.m.-5 p.m— Fall Arts
Celebration - Art Gallery Exhibit
- “Jamaica Today: Six Women
Artists” at the Performing Art
Center
• 11 a.m.-4p.m. — Downtown
Study
abroad fair at the Pew
Campus
• 1 p.m — 2005 Grand Valley
Shakespeare Festival

• 8-10 p.m. — Jazz Orchestra
at the Louis Armstrong Theatre

• 10 a.m.-5 p m. — Art
Gallery Exhibit - “Jamaica
Today: Six Women Artists” at
Kirkhof Center

• 10 p.m. — FREE MOVIE:
Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy
at the Kirkhof Center

• II a.m. — Power Learning:
Time Management LIB 100 at
STU 203

• 10 p.m.-l a.m. — Speed
Dating at the Kirkhof Center

• 12 p.m. — Polly Letofsky
visit GVSU for Breast Cancer
Awareness Month at Kirkhof
RM 204

the Cook-DeWitt Center

• 10 p.m.-2 a.m. — Alpha Phi
Alpha Paternity Inc. presents
the Alpha Ball

Sunday, Oct. 16
What: Roberta Bradley
Where: Billy’s Lounge
When: 9:30 p.m.
Cost: $5
Restrictions: 21 +
What:
Grand
Rapids
Symphony: Lord of the
Rings Symphony
Where: DeVos Performace
Hall
When: 8 p.m.
Cost: $25-$65
Restrictions: None
Saturday, Oct. 15
What: Slipnot
Where: The Deltaplex
When: 7:30 p.m.
Cost: $32.50
Restrictions: None

What: Tantra Grand Rapids
Monthly Meeting
Where: Schuler Books &
Music
When: 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Cost: Free
Restrictions: None
Tuesday, Oct. 18
What: Fever w/ DJ Hustlah
Featuring Disco, Motown,
and 70’s Dance
Where: Billy’s Lounge
When: 9 p.m.
Cost: $2
Restrictions: 21 +

What: Jake Stevens & the
Strangers
Where: Billy’s Lounge
When: 9:30 p.m.
Cost: $3

Answers

puzzle, B6

• 2 p.m - FREE FLICK:
Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy
at the Kirkhof Center
• 3 p.m. — Reducing
Procrastination LIB 100 at STU
204
• 3-4 p.m —”How to Work a
Career Fair” at University club
DeVos Campus
• 4:30 p.m. — Student
Senate General Assembly at the
Kirkhof Center

Wednesday, Oct. 19

— King Crossword —

See
crossword

• 1-2 p.m.— Got Stress? At
the Student Service building
room 204

□□□□ □□□ □□□□
□□□□ □□□ □□□□
S H T

I

C K

□□□□ □□□
□ □□□□□□□ [DODD
□□□ □□□□□ DSD
□□□□ □BBBODDO
BOB □□□□
□□□□□□ DDDDQD

Two Showgirls - One Low Pri

• 5 p.m. - FREE CINEMA:
Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy
at the Kirkhof Center
• 5-8 p.m. — Biochemistry
Burger King Bonanza at Burger
King on Lake Michigan Drive
• 5:30-7 p.m. - GVSU
Women’s Rugby Practice at the
intramural fields
• 5:30 p.m.-l a.m. — Play
reading Series: A Year with Frog
and Toad at the Grand Rapids
Civic Theater
• 5:30-7:30 p.m. —Family
Fun Night at the Field House
Recreation Center
• 6-7 p.m. — 12-Step
Meeting (Open) at the Grand
Valley Apartmetns
• 10 p.m. - FREE MOVIE:
Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy
at the Kirkhof Center

SATURDAY

3 Ring Circus
ALSO, S10 Dances from 7-9pm!

Halloween Costume Party
Oct. 28th & 29th

S100 Prize Best Costume
Now at Our New Location!

LWed-$1 OVTableDances

Saturday, October 15
• 12 a.m. — Sweetest Day

• 2 p.m. — FREE FLICK:
Star Wars or Fantastic Four at
the Kirkhof Center

• 9-11 a.m. — Making
Strides Against Breast CancerSponsored by Women's Center
and CARE LIB 100

• 3-4 p.m. — 12-Step
Meetings (Open) at GVA
Oakland/Liberty House. Room

1
•11 a.m.-l p.m. — GVSU
Women's Rugby Vs. NMU
• 1 p.m. — 2005 Grand
Valley Shakespeare Festival
• 1 p.m. —swimming and
diving blue and white intrasquad
meet
• 2 p.m. - FREE MOVIE:
Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy
at the Kirkhof Center
• 2 p.m. — GVSU Women’s
Tennis hosts Saginaw Valley
State University
• 5 p.m. - FREE MOVIE:
Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy
at the Kirkhof Center
•6-10 p.m. — Thankfulness,
Worship and Praise Service at
the CDC Auditorium
• 7 p.m. - GVSU Football
Hosts Saginaw Valley State
University
• 8-10 p.m. — Petrella
Ensemble with special guests
Deborah and David Gross at
Louis Armstrong Theatre
• 10 p.m. - FREE MOVIE:
Hitchhikers Guide to the
Galaxy

Sunday, October 16
Friday, October 14

A night under the BIG TOP w/ a Deja Vu Twist!

• 12 a.m.
— Mary J.
Szczepanski “Never Give Up”
Scholarship Drive
• 9 a.m.-5 p.m. — OnCampus Interviews at 116B
DeVos Center
• 10 a.m.-5 p.m. — Fall Arts
Celebration - Art Gallery Exhibit
- “Jamaica Today: Six Women
Artists" at the Performing Art
Center

• 1 p.m. — 2005 Grand
Valley Shakespeare Festival
• 2 p.m. - FREE MOVIE:
Star Wars or Fantastic Four at
the Kirkhof Center
• 3-5 p.m. — Choral Concert
at the Louis Armstrong Theatre,
PAC
• 4:30-5:30 p.m. — Catholic
Student Mass at the CDC
Auditorium

• 10:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
- Statistics Career Day at the
Kirkhof Center

• 5 p.m. - FREE CINEMA:
Star Wars or Fantastic Four at
the Kirkhof Center

• 1 p.m. — 2005 Grand
Valley Shakespeare Festival

•8-10 p.m. — Choral Concert
and Chamber Orchestra at the
Louis Armstrong Theatre. PAC

• 2 p.m - FREE FLICK:
Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy
at the Kirkhof Center
• 3-4 p.m. — 12-Step
Meetings (Open) at the Grand
Valley Apartments
• 5 p.m. - FREE CINEMA:
Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy
at the Kirkhof Center
• 6-8 p.m. — Alpha Phi
Aplha Paternity Inc. Presents
Miss Black & Gold Pageant at

• 1 p.m. — 2005 Grand
Valley Shakespeare Festival

• 10 p.m. - FREE FLICK:
Star Wars or Fantastic Four at
the Kirkhof Center

Monday, October 17
• 8 a.m.-l p.m. — Silent
Witness Programs at the Kirkhof
Center
• 10-11 a.m. — Dr. William
B. Hurlbut talks on “Ethical
Issues in Stem Cell Research"
at Cook DeWitt Auditorium

• 5 p.m. - FREE CINEMA:
Star Wars or Fantastic Four at
the Kirkhof Center
• 6-7 p.m. — 12-Step
Meeting (Alanon) at Kirkhof
Women’s Center
• 7 p.m. — Swimming
in a Polluted Stream: Media
Influence on Attitudes about
Alcohol, Sex, and Gender LIB
100 at Kirkhof RM 215/216
• 7-7:55 p.m. — Catholic
Campus Ministry Outreach
Ministry Team at Kirkhof RM
142

• 6-7 p.m. — 12-Step Meeting
(Open) at GVA Oakland/Liberty
House. Rcx)m 1
• 7 p.m. — Fall Arts
Celebration - Distinguished
Academic Lecture at Loosemore
Auditorium
• 7 p.m. — GVSU Law
Forum at CDC Auditorium
• 8-10 p.m. — Artist-Faculty
Series. David Gross, percussion
at the performing art center
• 8-10 p.m. — Concert Band
at Louis Armstrong Theatre,
PAC
• 9 p.m. — Young Life at
Kirkhof, Thomapple Room
• 9:15
p.m. — Power
Learning-Mastering
Your
Memory LIB 100 at Neimeyer
Lobby
• 9:15
p.m. — Power
Learning: Note Taking LIB 100
at Kistler Lobby
• 9:15
p.m. — Power
Learning: Ten traps of studying
LIB 100 at Kirkpatrick Lobby
• 9:15
p.m. — Power
Learning: Time Management
LIB 100 at Robinson Lobby
• 10 p.m. — FREE MOVIE:
Star Wars or Fantastic Four at
the Kirkhof Center
Wednesday, October 19

• 8-10 p.m. — SymphonicWind Ensemble at Louis
Armstrong Theatre, PAC
• 9-9:30 p.m. — Eyes Wide
Open- Information Session at
Kirkhof RM 004
• 10 p m - FREE MOVIE:
Star Wars or Fantastic Four at
the Kirkhof Center
Tuesday, October 18
• 8 a.m.-5 p.m. — OnCampus Interviews at DeVos
Center RM 116B
• 10 a.m.-5 p.m. — Art
Gallery Exhibit - “Jamaica
Today: Six Women Artists” at
Performing Arts Center
• 10-11:30 a.m. — The Angel
and the Magic Woman at CDC
Auditorium
• 10 a.m.-5 p.m. — Student
Life Fair @ Pew Campus DeVos
Project Center

• 10 a.m.-5 p.m. — Fall
Arts Celebration - Art Gallery
Exhibit - “Jamaica Today: Six
Women Artists” at Performing
Arts Center
• 11 a.m.-5 p.m. — Study
abroad fair at Kirkhof RM 250
• 12-1 p.m. — Her Story w/
Maribeth Wardrop LIB 100 at
Alumni House
• I p.m. — 2005 Grand
Valley Shakespeare Festival
• 2 p.m. - FREE CINEMA:
Star Wars or Fantastic Four at
the Kirkhof Center
• 3-4 p.m. — 12-Step
Meeting (Women Only) at GVA
Oakland/Liberty House, Room

1
• 5 p.m. - FREE MOVIE:
Star Wars or Fantastic Four at
the Kirkhof Center

• 1 p.m. — 2005 Grand
Valley Shakespeare Festival

• 5:30-7 p.m. - GVSU
Women’s Rugby Practice at the
intramural fields

• 2 p.m. - FREE MOVIE:
Star Wars or Fantastic Four at
the Kirkhof Center

•6-7p.m. — 12-Step Meeting
(Men Only) at GVA Oakland/
Liberty House, Room 1

• 4 p.m. — Power LearningHow to talk so your professor
will listen LIB 100 at STU 203

• 6-7 p.m. — On-Campus
Interviews at Kirkhof RM
215/216

• 4-7 p.m.
—
COE
Convocation Auditions
for
Graduate Students at 510
Eberhard Center

•7:30-8:30 p.m. — Freshmen
Bible Study at 137 Niemeyer
Living Center

• 5p.m. - FREE CINEMA:
Star Wars or Fantastic Four at
the Kirkhof Center
• 5-6 p.m. — On-Campus
Interviews at DeVos Campus
University Club
•5:30-7 p.m. GVSU
Women’s Rugby Practice at the
intramural fields

• 8-8:55 p.m. — Catholic
Campus
Ministry
(CCM)
Scripture Study - Discussion
Group with Fr. Tony Topic: The
Book of Revelation at CDC
Auditorium
•10 p.m. - FREE FLICK:
Star Wars or Fantastic Four at
the Kirkhof Center

Got Questions? Get Answers

@ your library
www.gvsu.edu/library
616.331.3500 [Allendale]
616.331.7331 [Grand Rapids]
616.331.3928 [Holland]
616.331.5932 [CHS]
1.800.879.0581 [Off Campus]

2 & 4 Bedroom units
Still
Some units'
all utUittes
DSL available

Best value tf? <3VSU

Starting at $225 per pe
Waft out townhouses with patio
Washers & Dryers in every unit
Less than 2 mffes from campus

Call 8964001

m

lanthorn@gvsu.edu
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Chinese astronauts blast off in second manned flight
By Stephanie Hoo
Associated Press Writer

AP Photo/Xinhua, Zhao lianwei

3-2-1: The Long March 11 F rocket carrying China's second manned spacecraft
Shenzhou VI blasts off at the )iuquan Satellite Launch Center in northwest
China's Gansu Province on Wednesday.

JIUQUAN, China (AP) - A
rocket carrying two Chinese
astronauts blasted off Wednesday
from a base in China's desert
northwest, returning the country's
manned space program to orbit
two years after its history-making
first flight.
The mission, reportedly due to
last up to five days, is an efforts
by the communist government to
declare its status as a rising world
power with technological triumphs
to match its rapid economic growth.
It is only the third country to launch
a human into orbit on its own, after
Russia and the United States.
The Long March rocket
carrying astronauts Fei Junlong
and Nie Haisheng lifted oft at 9

a.m. from the heavily guarded
Jiuquan Satellite Launch Center in
the Gobi Desert.
In a sign of official confidence,
the
communist
government
broke with the military-run space
program's usual secrecy and
showed the launch live on state
television.
Images of Fei and Nie in their
cockpit as the craft roared toward
orbit were broadcast live to
hundreds of millions of Chinese
television viewers. “Feeling pretty
good,” Fei said in the first broadcast
comment from the astronauts.
“We await your triumphant
return! Goodbye!” a technician at
mission control told the astronauts
minutes before the liftoff.
The manned space program is
a key prestige project for China's
ruling Communist Party, which
hopes that patriotic pride at its

triumphs will help to shore up
the party's public standing amid
frustration at official corruption
and social problems.
In Beijing, hundreds of people
gathered on a plaza outside the
Chinese capital's main train station
to watch the launch on a giant
television screen. Some clasped
their hands in anxiety as the rocket
surged skyward.
“'rhe Shenzhou liftoff brings
pride to our divine land, pride to
our Chinese people, pride to our
country and pride to humankind.”
said one man, who would give
only his surname. Zhu.
The mission by Fei and Nie, both
former fighter pilots, is expected to
be longer and riskier than the 2003
flight, which carried one astronaut
and lasted just 21 1/2 hours.
The government has not said
how long the latest flight will last.

but news reports say it could be
up to five days. The official China
News Service said Wednesday the
capsule was expected to orbit the
Earth 80 times before landing in
China's northern grasslands.
Premier Wen Jiabao visited
Fei and Nie before dawn in their
quarters at the Jiuquan base and
called their flight a “glorious
and sacred nussion,” the official
Xinhua News Agency reported.
Xinhua said that during tlieir
flight, tlie astronauts will take off
their 22-pound space suits to travel
back and forth between the two
halves of their vessel — a re-entry
capsule and an orbiter that is to stay
aloft after they land.
Chinese space officials say they
hope to land an unmanned probe
on the Moon by 2010 and want to
launch a space station.

Rice promises
U.S. aid to Asia
Earthquake rescuers
help free a 5-year-old
who had been trapped
for four days

United Nations warned of the threat
of measles, cholera and diarrhea
outbreaks among the millions of
survivors.
Secretary of State Condoleezza
Rice, who is on a regional tour,
arrived in Islamabad and promised
By Sadaqat Jan
long-term U.S. help for Pakistan.
Associated Press Writer
She also predicted more American
aid beyond the $50 million already
MUZAFFARABAD, Pakistan
committed.
(AP) — Four days after Zarabe
In
Washington,
Pentagon
Shah's home crumbled on her,
spokesman Larry Di Rita said 25rescuers pulled the dust-covered
30 U.S. military helicopters would
5-year-old out of the rubble
be in the region in the next few
Wednesday, a shot of good news
days.
as hopes faded of finding other
The 7.6-magnitude earthquake
earthquake survivors.
demolished whole communities,
“I want to drink,” the girl
mostly in the Himalayan region
whispered.
of Kashmir. The U.N. estimated
The day before. Zarabe’s
that 2 million people have been left
neighbors recovered the bodies
homeless.
of her father and two sisters. Her
U.S.,Pakistani, German and
mother and another two sisters
Afghan helicopters resumed aid
survived Saturday’s quake.
flightssuspended because of
Helicopters flying in clear skies
stormy weather. They brought food,
delivered aid to victims Wednesday, medicines and other supplies to
a day after rain
Muzaffarabad,
and hail grounded
the
capital
efforts.
Relief
of
Pakistan’s
supplies poured “[Relief] is getting there. Roads
portion
of
into Pakistan from are open now. We have several divided
about 30countries,
Kashmir, and
trucks that are all loaded and
includinglongtime
then ferried out
on the road now.”
rival India.
the injured to
The
Indian
hospitals. Some
effort was not
50,000Pakistani
)AN
VANDERMOORTELE
without a glitch,
tnxips joined the
as a plane from U.N. RESIDENT COORDINATOR relief effort.
New Delhi was
FOR PAKISTAN
Pakistani
forced to turn
Prime Minister
around
within
Shaukat Aziz
10 minutes of takeoff because said small aircraft were able to land
Pakistan said there was no room to at the airport in Muzaffarabad. but
land at the airport near Islamabad. C-130 transport planes were only
The plane later landed with 25 tons able to airdrop equipment and
of supplies.
supplies.
Many bodies were still buried
Residents in Muzaffarabad
beneath leveled buildings, and the

were desperate, mobbing trucks
with food and water and grabbing
whatever they could. The weak
were pushed aside.
Jan
Vanderruxirtele,
U.N.
resident coordinator for Pakistan,
said key roads into the quake zone
that were blocked earlier have
been opened up. U.S. military
spokesman Col. James Yonts said
that with the resumption of flights,
helicopters were able to unplug any
backlog of aid.
About 30 countries and the
United Nations have sent relief
equipment, doctors, paramedics,
tents, blankets, medicines and
disaster relief teams. Many also
have pledged financial assistance,
and Japan's Defense Ministry said
Wednesday it would send about
290 troops and three helicopters to
help transport aid.
“Relief material is moving in,”
Vandem<x>rtele said in Islamabad.
“It is getting there. Roads are open
now. We have several trucks that are
all loaded and on the road now."
The transport plane from
India brought tents, medicine and
other goods. Foreign Ministry
spokeswoman Tasnim Aslam said.
More than 1.400 people have
died in India's part of Kashmir, and
the offer and receipt of the aid by
Pakistan reflects warming relations
between the nuclear-armed rivals,
which embarked on a peace process
last year.
The Pakistani government’s
official death toll was about 23,000
people and 47,000 injured, but a
senior army official who requested
anonymity because he was not
authorized to release the figure
publicly said an estimated 35,000
to 40.000 people had died.

AP Photo / Tomas Munita

Searching: People look for survivors among the debris of a collapsed building in Balakot, Pakistan Wednesday.

New Orleans colleges
hit the recruiting road
By Justin Pope
AP Education Writer

%

DURHAM, N.H. (AP) - The
college fair at a University of New
Hampshire gymnasium is a regular
stop on Rae-Anne Mena’s annual
circuit through the Northeast. Her
job is talking up Loyola University
of New Orleans. If all goes well,
maybe she persuades a handful of
students to apply.
This year, as students and
parents snake along the rows of
tables toward Loyola’s, they look
surprised to see her.
Some
offer
friendly
enaxiragement, others crack jokes
within earshot. “I hear their best
major now is scuba diving." one
man says to his son as they walk
past.
Mena smiles patiently and stays
on message: Loyola was not badly
damaged; television exaggerated
the violence; the schixil will be
running when they arrive next fall.
Maybe by then Mena will get to
answer some of the questions that
used to seem normal, like “What
SAT score do I need?” and "Could
I study abroad?’
The New Orleans colleges that
were closed at least temporarily by
Hurricane Katrina face monumental
short-term obstacles simply to
reopen their campuses, and next

year’s freshman class won’t arrive
for nearly a year. Recruiting is an
urgent prionty. New students are
the lifeblood of any college, and for
schools such as Loyola Dillard and
Xavier the future depends on filling
classnxxn seats and collecting
tuition.
For the admissions officers
working out of scattered hotels
and offices, this may be their
most challenging and important
recruiting season ever.
“We need to be out there and
show the flag." Mena says, setting
up her Loyola table a few minutes
before the fair begins. "People walk
by and you see them say, ‘You’re
here, are you OK?' And you can
start that dialogue."
The challenge is enormous.
Admissions officers first had to
get their own lives in order after
the storm, while at work, important
records and plans were destroyed.
Against
that
backdrop,
recruiters’ salesmanship on the road
must be better than ever. There may
be just a few moments to persuade
a potential applicant that New
Orleans will rise again as a great
college town.
The colleges acknowledge that
enthusiasm from new prospects has
been muted so far. They also insist
students who had already expressed
interest haven't crossed the New
Orleans schtxils off their lists.

They are counting on current
students and alumni to help. Late
last month, a half-dozen Tulane
students showed up at a recruiting
event in Providence, R.I., some
coming from Boston. 45 minutes
away.
“Tulane is the greatest place
in the world," sophomore Bridget
Cheney, taking classes temporarily
at Providence College, told the
audience. “Every single person I
know is going back."
Tulane admissions officer Liz
Seely, a 2(X)4 graduate, emphasized
that the school, which plans to
reopen next semester, was not
badly damaged. She even talked
about unique service opportunities.
New Orleans, she said, “is going to
be an amazing place to be involved
next year.”
Then she put the topic to rest,
turning to Tulane’s facilities, its
plans to hire more faculty, its alumni
network. Even during the questionand-answer session the audience
ignored the storm, asking instead
about academic programs. Ixxising
and sorority life. The students, at
least, seemed unperturbed by the
state of New Orleans. Their parents
appeared more concerned that it’s
1.500 miles from home.
With the storm, “you definitely
weed out everyone who’s semiinterested," she said.
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ODDS & ENDS

BUT

Lantoons

TRUE

Dour CAOJL

R.F.D.

by Mike Marland

Out on a Limb

by Gary Kopervas

Mama’s Boyz

by Jerry Craft

Amber Waves

by Dave Phipps

^REMEMBER. PEPPER
GOOD EXPLORER IJ
ALWAYS PREPARED
THE WORST

King Crossword
ACROSS
1 Kicked, in a
way
5 “Krazy
8 Farm building
12 Test the
13
14
15
16
18

SANTA BARBARA, Calif.
(AP) — Students who attend
homecoming dances this weekend
will be doing some heavy
breathing — into Breathalyzers.
At Santa Barbara High School,
officials will screen every third
or fourth student who arrives and
anyone who appears drunk, said
Principal Paul Turnbull.
Dos Pueblos High School
administrators will use the
Breathalyzer only if they suspect
a problem, said Principal Quentin
Panek.
“There’s a lot of heavy
drinking going on,” said Penny
Jenkins, executive director of
the local nonprofit Council on
Alcoholism and Drug Abuse.
“Something’s got to be done.”
Santa Barbara High students
offered mixed reactions to the
testing.
“I think it’s a good idea if they
check randomly,” said sophomore
Kelsea Peace.
But
senior
Alexander
Argyropoulos said alcohol testing
encourages students to use drugs
that cannot be detected with the
Breathalyzers. Drinking, he said,
is “better than possibly trying
cocaine.”

2. During the 1990s, Mark Grace
had the most hits of any ballplayer,
with 1,754. Who was second during
the decade?

23 Comical
Conway

3 Tend texts
4 Ball/Arnaz
production
company
5 Indone-sian

WARREN. R.l. (AP) - A
welder with a great big green
thumb has won a regional contest
for growing the biggest pumpkin
— an entry weighing 1,443
pounds.
Scott Palmer took top honors
at the 12th annual Rhode Island
Southern New England Giant
PumpkinGrowersChampionship,

held Monday at Frerichs Farm.
The world record is a 1,446pound pumpkin grown last year
by A1 Eaton, of Ontario, Canada,
according to the Rhode Island
Department of Environmental
Management.
“Best day of my life. I got my
family here, helped me grow it all
year, what else is there to say?”
said Palmer, who took home
$3,500 as the victor.
While Palmer didn't set a new
global mark, he shattered the
state record set last year by Steve
Perry, of Johnston, who grew a
1,253-pound fruit.
Palmer’s advice to others?
“Keep growing.”

FARGO. N.D. (AP) John Christensen brought his
earthworms and his cat to
church.
The 9-year-old is creating his
own worm farm, and he chose
a couple of the community’s
founding members to attend
Sunday’s service.
“They can share the Good
News,” joked John’s father, Tom
Christensen.
John’s earthworms and his
cat, Arthur, were among about 20
animals taking part in the annual
Blessing of Animals ceremony at
Holy Spirit Catholic Church in
Fargo.
The animals — mostly dogs,
a few cats, one parakeet —
gathered inside the church garage
for Sunday’s ceremony, led by the
Rev. Jeffrey Wald. The blessing
is associated with the Feast Day
of St. Francis of Assisi, known as
the patron saint of animals.
“Animals help us to see God’s
magnificence in his creation,” said
Wald, who has given the blessing
for 13 years. He acknowledged
it means more to owners than to
their pets.
Like children in the pews on
Sunday morning, the animals
don’t always remain still for
Wald’s prayers, so he prefers
to work fast. This year’s ritual
lasted only a few minutes.
“They start barking and

3. In 2CK)3. I^aDainian Tomlinson
of San Diego had a combined
2,370 yards rushing and receiving,
the second most in NFL history.
Who holds the top spot?

4. Of the past 20 teams (20012005) to reach the NCAA men’s
basketball Final Four, how many
were not a top-four regional seed?
5. Between 1963-64 and 1977-78,
the NHL’s yearly scoring leader
came from one of three teams.
Name the teams.

6. Name the first U.S. city to host
the Summer Olympics.
7. How many times has golf legend
Jack Nicklaus won the U.S. Senior
Open?

22
24
25
26

30 Koppel or
Kennedy
33 “- real
nowhere man’
36 Comparison
38 Constrictor
40 Londoner’s
last letter
42 First king of

Israel
Impel
43 Beige
Copper head? 44 Society new
Stocky horse
bies
San Francisco 46 Medal earner

range
53 “Humbug!"
54 Exam format
55 Tackle-box

volcano
6 Regis and
Kelly’s net

carrier
27 Bergen’s

item
56 James Bond,

work
7 Spasms

dummy
29 Retainer
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47 History chap
ters
48 Hinge (on)
50 Siesta

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP)
— Ed “Cookie” Jarvis is the
big cheese — when it comes to
grilled cheese.
Jarvis, of Nesconset, N.Y.,
won the grilled cheese-eating
championship at the Arkansas
State Fair on Saturday, stuffing
down 19 sandwiches in the 10minute race.
For his big appetite and
swallowing skills, Jarvis won
$1,000. He will join other firstplace winners in competing for
the world championship title
at a time and place yet to be
determined.
Patrick Philbin, of Moonachie,
N.J., came in second, scarfing
down a sandwich-and-a-half less
than the champion. But third
place was too close to call. Two
contestants consumed 10 grilled
cheeses in the 10 minutes allowed,
and the judges had to call for a
one-minute runoff. With 11 1/2
sandwiches in his belly, Michael
Finnell, of Sherwood, Ark., was
declared the third-place winner.
All of the six contestants
finished without getting sick,
said Michael Castellano of the
International
Federation
of
Competitive Eating.

LINCOLN, Neb. (AP) - One
gas station manager’s mistake
paid off for drivers who were in
the right place at the right time.
For 30 to 45 minutes
Friday, three of the Kabredlo’s
Convenience Store’s four pumps
sold premium unleaded gas for
29 cents a gallon. Gas hasn’t been
that cheap since 1955, according
to AAA Nebraska.
Until the mistake was caught,
lines formed at the store as news
of the cheap fuel spread, said
Max Wolfe, who was doing
landscaping for Kabredlo’s.
Wolfe and his co-workers
took time out to fill up. “I was on
E, and I filled my tank up for $4,”
Wolfe said. “It made my day.”
Nathan Olson said he usually
pays $72 to fill his gas-guzzling
1998 Ford F-150. On Friday, he
filled the tank three-quarters full
for $3.50.
On average, Lincoln gas
stations are charging $2.93 a
gallon for gas, according to
AAA.

Fernando Valenzuela threw
hitters on June 29, 1990.
2. Rafael Palmeiro, with 1,747
hits.
3. Marshall Faulk had 2,429
combined yards for the 1999 St.
Louis Rams.
4. Two — Indiana was a No. 5 seed
in 2002, and Michigan State was a
No. 5 in 2005.
5. Chicago (Bobby Hull. Stan
Mikita), Boston (Bobby Orr. Phil
Esposito) and Montreal (Guy
Lafleur).
6. St. Louis in 1904.
7. Once, in 1993.

Answers
1. Both Oakland’s Dave Stewart

8 Ritzy part of
LA.
9 Boy who cried
wolf, e.g.
10 Carnival
attraction
11 Requirement
17 Make up your
mind
19 Expenditure

hissing,” Wald said, “so you’ve
got to get them blessed and out
of there.”

GV Lanthorn sports
quiz
1. Name the pitchers involved
the only time two no-hitters were
tossed on the same day for different
leagues.

20 Showed
leniency
21 Goldbrick

successor
49 Mishap
51 Roll-call reply
52 Eurasian

ANAMOSA, Iowa (AP) Evelyn Greenawald just learned
how slow “snail mail” can be.
Last week she mysteriously
received a postcard from her
daughter in Germany — 27 years
after it was mailed.
At the time, her daughter Sheri
was beginning her opera career
in Germany. Sheri had sent a
postcard telling her mother how
she fell in love with Europe, that
she would be in Paris soon and to
“keep in touch.”
Greenawald,
97,
finally
received
the
postcard
on
Wednesday after it was forwarded
to her care center. She said she
had exchanged several postcards
with Sheri and was not aware she
had not received a message.
The card had aged significantly
by the time it reached Anamosa.
Even a magnifying glass couldn’t
bring the postcard into focus; the
date was somewhere between
1975 and 1978.
“This little card can tell a big
story,” Greenawald said.
The mother has yet to reach
Sheri to tell her about the late
delivery. Sheri, 57, lives in San
Francisco.

By Chris Richcreek

waters
Bat stat
Author Wiesel
Elevator man
Praise
Comic bit

24 Inure
28 Breach
31 Feathery
accessory
32 Liberty’s hand
ful
34 Witness
eg.
35 Recedes
57 Inquisitive
37 Took
39 Columnist
DOWN
Smith
1 Noah’s pas
41 Uncomplicated
sengers
42 Possibly was
2 Inauguration
45 Cronkite’s
recitation

lanthorn@gvsu.edu
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On the tip of your tongue:
Trivia test
By Fifi Rodriquez

5. HISTORY: Who founded the
Rhode Island colony in 1636?

1. THEATER: What was the
last musical written by the duo
of Rodgers and Hammerstein?

6. TELEVISION: What was

2.
LITERATURE:
did Alvin Toffler
his landmark book
Shock”?

When
publish
“Future

3. GENERAL KNOWLEDGE:
Tarot cards are used in what
line of work?
4 ENTERTAINERS: Who was
dubbed “the last of the red hot
mamas"?

the last name of the family on
TV’s “Lost in Space”?
7. MYTHOLOGY: What was
the profession of the legendary
character Paul Bunyan?

8.

GEOGRAPHY: What is
the only New England state
without an Atlantic coastline?
9. LANGUAGE: What is a
postern?

10. MUSIC: Which female
singer released a best-selling
album called “Tapestry”?

Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9

“The Sound of Music”
1970
Fortune-telling
Sophie Tucker
Roger Williams
Robinson
Lumberjack
Vermont
Back entrance
10. Carole King

(c) 2005 King Features Synd.,
Inc.

MARKETPLACE
Ad Rates for Students

Phone, Fax and Hours

Classified rates for students,
faculty and staff: First 20 words,
$4 minimum charge, then 25 cents
per additional word, payable in

Telephone 616-331-2460. or
leave a message on our afterhours answering machine. Fax
number is 616-331-2465. Office
hours:
9-4. Monday through
Friday,

advance.
To boldface, underline, italicize
or capitalize words in your classi
fied, add 10 cents per word. To box
an
ad;
$3.00
extra.

Standard of Acceptance
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
reserves the right to edit or reject

any advertisement at any time and
to place all advertisements under
proper classification.

Thursday, October 13, 2005

Commercial Rates

Thursday issue is Tuesday at noon,

Lost & Found

Classified word adsiFirst 20
words, $10 minimum charge. To
boldface, italicize or capitalize
words in your classified, add 10
cents per word
To box an ad:
$3.00 extra.

Bnng or send your copy to the

Notices
Personals
Roommates

Automotive
Birthdays
Employment
For Sale

GRAND VALLEY LANTHORN

Housing
Miscellaneous

Advertising
Classifications:

B7

Services

Advertising Deadlines

Wanted

Deadlines for Monday issue is
Friiday at noon.Deadlines for

Grand

Valley

Lanthorn.

100

Commons.
Ail classifieds must be paid in
advance until credit is established.
Please contact us at the Grand
Valley Lanthorn, 616-331-2460.

liL.
FREQUENCY

COMMERCIAL

2 Issue min.
3-4 Issue
5+ Issue

$0.50/word
$0.45/word
$0.40/word
$10 minimum charge per insertion

OPPORTUNITIES
CONGRATULATIONS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
#1 Soring Break Website! Low
prices guaranteed. Book 11
people, get 12th trip free! Group
discounts for 6+ www.SpringBreakDiscounts.com
or
www.LeisureTours.com
or
800-838-8202
Student Organizations - Let the
Lanthorn know what your or
ganization is doing. If you have
an upcoming event, stop by the
Lanthorn office at 100 Com
mons and fill out a press re
lease,
or
email
Lanthorn@gvsu.edu

PERSONALS
Tell your lover you love them.
Wish a friend good luck. Lift
someone’s spirits. Put it in writ
ing. Make it public. Lanthorn
personals are a great way to let
someone know you care. Call
616-331-2460 for more informa
tion.

ROOMMATES
Clean 4 bed, 1 3/4 bathroom
house, Downtown GR by the
zoo. $315 plus utilities, call
616-299-6690
Looking for a new roommate?
Placing an ad in the Lanthorn is
a great way to reach all those
other people in your same
situation. Call 331-2460 today
to set up your ad!

SERVICES
Do you want the latest looks in
advance skin care? Ask me
about our exciting new Mary
Kay product line and how to re
ceive a complimentary facial to
day. Justine Jiambrone, Inde
pendent Beauty Consultant
(269)599-6119

A word is defined as that which begins or ends with
a punctuation mark, hyphen, slash or space
(except prefixes and phone numbers).
Examples: "and/or"is two words;"www.lanthorn.com"
is three words; "not-for-profit organization"is four words.

DEPTS./NON-PROFIT
$0.45/word
$0.40/word
$0.35/word

BIRTHDAYS

HOUSING

MISCELLANEOUS

MISCELLANEOUS

Wish your friend a happy birth
day. Tell the world for just $4.00
(student pricing). Stop by the
Lanthorn office, 100 Commons,
for more details.

1-4 Bedroom townhome avail
able Oct. 15. Call Campus View
for
more
information.
(616)895-6678

News Tips - The GV Lanthorn
editorial staff appreciates your
news tips and story ideas.
Please help us make news
available to the public. Email
your tip to lanthorn@gvsu.edu

Want people to take advantage
of the opportunities you have to
offer? Place an ad and reach
thousands! Call the Lanthorn for
more information. 331-2460.

EMPLOYMENT
Hiring servers - Brick House Bar
downtown. 245 N. Division. Ap
ply after 3pm Mon-Fri
Part-Time leasing agent needed
for Copper Beech townhomes.
Inquire within. No phone calls
please.
Looking for help? Let the Lan
thorn set you up with people
who are looking for work! Call
331-2460 to get your search
started as soon as possible!
PART TIME Excellent starting
pay. Flexible schedules and
scholarships available. Cus
tomer sales and service. Condi
tions exist. No telemarketing
and no door to door. Please call
Monday
through
Friday
616-257-8509 or apply at
www.workforstudents.com
Spring Break 2006. Travel with
STS. America’s #1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas and Flor
ida. Now hiring for on campus
reps. Call for group discounts.
Information/Reservations
1-800-648-4849
or
www. ststravel .com
The Lanthorn is currently look
ing for cartoonists, writers and
distribution staff for the upcom
ing school year. For more infor
mation and an application, stop
by the Lanthorn at 100 Com
mons or email business@lanthorn.com
Writers - Get published and get
paid. The Lanthorn accepts and
publishes articles about cam
pus issues and themes. If you
have one. email it to the editor
at editorial@lanthorn.com

Jenison - 2 bedroom/1 bath
Ouiet community. 15 minutes
from downtown and Allendale.
$540-$690 includes utilities ex
cept electric. Cottonwood For
est Apts. 616-457-3714
DUPLEX - ALLENDALE - ONLY
2MILES FROM GVSU! 3 BED,
2 BATHS. NEW EVERYTHING.
ONLY
$800/M0
CALL
862-3406.
Downtown/Standale 1 block
from GVSU bus stop. 3 bed
room home with: garage,
washer and dryer included,
basement, hard wood floors,
particially furnished, central air,
and patio. Safe neighborhood.
Available immediately reduced
to $900/month. Flexible lease
options. 228 Coveil Ave, call
Bruce 616-893-4462
Whether you’re selling, leasing,
or sub letting your home, let the
Lanthorn help! Give us a call at
331-2460 and let people know
what deals ou have to offer!

INTERNSHIPS
GVL Paid Internships * The
Grand Valley Lanthorn is offer
ing a limited number of paid in
ternships for fall: editorial illus
tration and graphic design; edi
torial assistant; business assis
tant; and advertising assistant.
Credit varies. Contact Melissa
Flores, business manager, or
A.J. Colley, editor in chief, at
the GVL office, 100 Commons.
No phone calls, please.

LOST & FOUND
Lost & Found ads are FREE for
the 1st insertion!! 25 word maxi
mum. Email Lanthorn@gvsu.edu

<5ranti Valin*

Hiintliorn
100 Commons
331-2460

Readers Caution - Ads appear
ing on this page may involve a
charge for phone calls, book
lets, information, CODs, etc.
Reply with caution.

Come in and fill out an application

Grand Opening!
Hookah Lounge
1^22 Wealthy St, Grand Rapids

Grand Opening!
Saturday, Oct 8 dpm-Spm
With WGRD and belly Dancers!

Over
flavored tobaccos
Fresh Juices and Smoothies
Cappuccino and Esp
Deli Sandwiches
Plasma TVs
Pool Table and Video Games

FOR SALE
Try to serve Grand Valley and
the neighboring community?
Let the Lanthorn serve you by
placing your ad! Call 331-2460
to set up your ad.

Computers for sale Laptops
and Desktop $50, $100. $150,
$200, $250. Call 616-634-7554

WANTED

Let Grand Valley know what
goodies you have to sell! Call
the Lanthorn to list your items
today! 331-2460

Photo models needed - free
lance paid by job, 5’7” and
above, size 0-6 dresses, send
resume to al@alcooley.com or
call 856-0088
Marketing Personal: Market
ing home improvements. Must
have awesome communications
skills. M-Th 3-8 and Sat 10-2
$7-10/per hour + incentive. Call
1-800-814-4602
Bartenders wanted. $250/day
potential. No experience neces
sary. Training provided. Age
18+ okay. Call 1-800-965-6520
ext. 226

Sun-Wed 5pm-12am
Thursday - Saturday 5pm - 2am

HOUSING
American Realty specializes in
college housing and has over
50 houses in the greater Grand
Rapids area. From Walker to
East Grand Rapids to Eastown
to Kentwood, we have all totally
remodeled homes that fit to
day’s student! Are you tired of
overpriced, cramped campus
housing, or 100 year old homes
with outragous utility bills, poor
parking, and etc.? Go visit our
homes online and apply today
at
www.american-realty.net
(616)726-5700

Just / minutes awatj from f few Campus
Old Intersection, next door to Wolfgjan^s
(616)456-6664

Sleep Inn & Suites. Allendale
60 Spacious
Guestrooms & Suites
All Suites With Whirlpool Tubs
Hi-Speed Internet Available
Free Continental Breakfast
____ Indoor Pool
Closest to campus
1 Stock NW of GVSU
4869 Becker Drive

Now Available!

Cottonwo0|/
Forest
Apartments

Starting at $220.00/person

In lenisnn 'Nr.ir Mbijen

(based upon 3 person occupancy & one year lease)

Allendale, Ml 49401
UktMeN««<n

m

Model Open:
M<>n<l.i\

I rid.i\ I r>: »() I’M

(>, < .ill 457-3714
Tel. 616.892.8000
Fax.616.892.8020
www.sleepinnallendale.com

vvvvw.t otlonwoodforestnpts.com
"Your home away fiorn home"

Walk out 2 bedroom/ 1 bath
On-Site management
Includes all utilities except electric
24-hour emergency services
Includes carport
9 & 12 month lease options
On-Site Laundry
15 minutes from both GVSU campuses

Immediate Occupancy Also Available

Advertisement
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616 895*6678

I

*

10235-95 42nd Avenue
Allendale, Michigan 49401

Tuition:
Room and Board*:
Books and Supplies:
H mm

m■

■

^7920970
___ ■

Rolling out of bed at
7:45 am and still " „
your 8:00 am class:
A5B

PRICELESS

Campus View Apartments and Townhomes - any clnser and we'd be on the GVSU campus.
^University estimates, housing costs much less at Campus View

^ School Year or Full Year Leases *

‘■m

for '07 startinq Oct 17
All townhomes gone by December 15th last year, so don't delay!

